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PREFACE 
Hri s study sought to examine and describe the peop 1 e who compose 
an existing and a potential listening audience for a full~·time gospel 
radio station. This audience was analyzed from the perspectives of 
demographic profile, fundamentalist belief, listenership frequencies~ 
and program preferences. 
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in the completion of this project, 
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excellence, advice on form, and willingness to work long hours, thanks 
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in the production phase of this study was a most valuable contribution. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I remembered how I used to make fun of the bad-grammared 
radio preacher who came on at 5:15 every morning over a 
150-watt station in the Carolina piedmont. His shouting 
voice reached out barely five miles to a handful of 
chicken farmers as he signed on with a nasal twang: 
11 HELLO WORLOo Ill 
During the past decade, the United States has experienced a 
literal surge of religious fundamentalism. After many years of turmoil, 
combined with declines in attendance, many of America's 111llainline'' 
churches feel they are on the brink of revival. The reason seems to be 
attributable to a general religious stirring which has seen its impact 
exhibited not only by the birth of the 11 Jesus freak 11 generation, but 
also with dramatic rises in attendance and membership in the more tra-
ditional churches as well. Many church leaders believe this resurgence 
can be attributed to a widespread disillusionment with material prog-
ress and big institutions - a preoccupation of Americans since the end 
of World \~ar II. This disillusionment, they say, has led many to an 
1 t d t 1 1 .10 1 h. 2 amos espera e eve 01 sou -searc 1ng. 
In the context of growing frustration over pollution. overcrowded 
cities and the sudden shortage of energy, Claire Tenda1l, general 
secretary of the National Council of Churches, views the religious 
mood this way: 
1 
For years, Americans have cherished the hope that it is only 
a matter of time before man learns to solve all the world's 
problems. Now science and technology seem to have failed, 
and people are looking for something more basic to put their 
faith in. 3 
By way of membership, this return to religion has proved most 
beneficial for the evangelical or fundamentalist churches such as 
2 
Assemblies of God and Seventh-Day Adventists, for example, as well as 
the Southern Baptists, who happen to be the largest and most evangel-
ical of the Baptist groups. Mainline churches (United Presbyterian, 
United Church of Christ, American Lutheran, Protestant Episcopal and 
United Methodist), however. have lost ground in membership. The 
evangelicals and fundamentalists have noted in recent years that main-
line churches have neglected the spiritual needs of their congregations 
in an effot"t to stay current witll the intellectual trends: "pop" 
culture and politics. There are many within the mainline churches who 
tend to agree with this charge. Episcopal Bishop Robert Clafin Rusack 
of Los Angeles said: 
We forgot to feed people's sou-ls. Many parishes became 
involved with the peace movement or with the war resisters 
up in Canada. Now the church has to begin to minister to 
the people in the pews who have no one to turn to - the 
people who are desperate and whose souls need to be saved.4 
This comeback for religion, centered around a return to fundamen-
talism, has not been restricted to denominational barriers. The rise 
and fall of church memberships within the various denominations serves 
only to illustrate that something is taking place in Christendom today. 
And that which is taking place seems to be cutting across heretofore 
sacred denominational lines. Manifest within this religious movement 
is a return to the fundamental Bible teachings. Catholic Bible studies 
ar·e nmv commonp 1 ace; horne prayer groups with members from several 
different Christian denominations are abounding. 5 
Fundamentalism 
3 
What is this fundamentalism then that we are discussing? Webster 
defines it as the 11 orthodox rel"igiaus beliefs based on a literal inter-
pretation of the Bible and regarded as fundamental to the Christian 
faith. "6 The basic tenets of fundamentalism received great notoriety 
between 1909 and 1912 with the publishing of 12 pamphlE'ts called "The 
FundamentalS 11 which outlined f·ive points basic to evangelical or fun-
damentalist rel"igion. These "Five Points of Fundamentalism" were: (1) 
the infallibility and supernatural origin of the Bible, (2) the virgin 
birth of Jesus, (3) Christ's vicarious atonement, (4) His miraculous 
resurrection, and (5) His second coming. 7 
Recent Increases in Gospel Media 
The rise of, or return to, fundamentalism has certainly had its 
impact fE~ 1t within the mass med·i a. 8 Gospe 1 pub 1 i shi ng houses are a 
growing concern. Of 45 book stores listed in the Tulsa yellow pages. 
for example) 16 are Christian book stores. Christian television has 
reached a level of professionalism so that it is no longer limited to 
Sunday morning programming. Oral Roberts features a quarterly nation-
wide prime time special. His shows are taped in his own television 
studio and control center. These are reputed to be so sophisticated 
that his weekly series and quarterly specials rival the major networks 
in production quality and camera work. 9 Groups of Christian owned and 
operated stations featuring programming directed primarily at the 
Christian audience are no longer a rarity.lO Rex Humbard, the 
evangelist from Akron, Ohio, claims the largest TV network in the 
world. His show is broadcast over 415 stations in the U.S., Canada, 
Japan, Africa, Europe, the Philippines, and Australia with an esti-
mated weekly audience of 15 mill"lon. Dr. Robert Schuller 1 s 11 The Hour 
of Power" attracts 10,000 to 20,000 1ettel~s a week. The National 
Religious Broadcasters, Inc. estimates that almost $100 million a year 
is spent for the purchase of te"levision time by the nation's television 
1. t d . . 11 evange 1s· s an m1n1sters. Groups such as The National Cablecasters 
are specializing in producing quality Christian programming designed to 
keep up with the demands of the religious channels on cable television 
systems. 
All this advancement in the Christian media seems to support Lee 
Loevinger' s d·i scus s ·jon of the ref1 ecti ve-p rojecti ve the01·y of broad-
casting and mass communications: 
This theory postulates that mass communications are best 
understood as mirrors of society that reflect an ambiguous 
image in which each observer projects or sees his own 
vision of himself and society. 
It is apparent that the mass media reflect various images of 
society but not of the indiv·idual. However, broadcasting is 
not a simple, plane mirror, but rather a telescopic mirror 
reflecting an image of what is distant and concentrating and 
focusing on points in a vast universe. Broadcasting is an 
electronic mirror that reflects a vague and ambiguous image 
of what is behind it, as well as of what is in front of it. 
While the mirror can pick out points and aspects of society, 
it cannot create a culture or project an image that does not 
reflect something already existing in some form in society. 
Further, the mirror can project an accurate or a distorted 
image and it can reflect an image that is very yague and 
ambiguous olA one that is more clearly defined.12 
The Lag in Gospel Radio 
There is one area within the realm of Christian media that seems 
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not to cast an accurate picture of what is taking place tn society as 
far as this re1ig·ious comeback is concernE~d. This area is full-time 
gospel radio. Rad·io stations, v-1hose FCC licenses reflect their format 
as gospel, generally have had a reputation of reaping such low lis-
tener ratings that most commercial advertisers are not interested in 
expending a~y of their advertising budget on full-time gospel radio 
stations. 13 The Bible Belt, fundamentalist community of Tulsa is no 
exception. Recent Arbitron Radio Audience Estimates reflect the two 
full-time gospel stations in Tulsa, combined, received only a 1.4 per 
cent share of the over-all audience tuned in to Tulsa radio during 
this particular rating period. 14 
Certainly many reasons could be attributed for the 1ag in 
religious radio. One may question \"'iho listens to radio anymore anyway? 
However, radio business as a whole is booming. In 1973, billing for 
local time sales was $1,213,400,000.00 -- 15.1 per cent hiqher than 
for 1972. In 1973, the American consumer spent a total of $963 million 
for the purchase of new radios. The Radio Advertising Bureau estimates 
that of the 70.4 million homes in the U.S. in 1975, that 98.6 per cent 
vtere Y'adio eqLripped. Their research also indicates that the number' of 
operational ra.dio sets in the U.S. in January of 1975 totalled 401.6 
'I; 
mi 11 ion. L 
So the problem seems to be within the realm of religious radio 
rather than radio in general. The question then may be advanced: Who 
listens to religious radio broadcasts anymo~~e? A natiom'lide study by 
Dr. Ronald L. Johnstone, director of research for the Lutheran Council, 
in conjunction with the National Opinion Research Center, asked this 
very question. Putting together a composite portrait of the frequent, 
.6 
or at least occasional, listem:r to religious broadcasts, the forlowing 
\.Yas found in the above study: 
... an older person of either sex, likely to live in a 
southern state and in a small town or rural area, of 
relatively little education, of Protestant religious 
commitment, a Baptist Protestant ·in particular, who 
attends his church for r·elig·ious services near·ly every 
Sunday, and regards religion as an important feature 
in h·i s 1 ife. 16 
Religious radio then, according to this study, seems to appeal to a 
ver·y lim·ited audience, in direct contrast to what is taking place in 
the religious print and religious television areas. C. Everett 
Lamberson, a veteran in religious broadcasting, has concluded that it 
is not doctrine that is rejected, but the way the doctrine is usually 
presented. 
For a while we were tempted to shrug our shoulders and say, 
11 lt 1 s a sign of the times. t~en just can't endure sound doc-
tr·ine anymore. We'11 just bl~oadcast the Gospe·l and 1et God 
take care of the r·esuHs." But we couldn 1 t get off that 
easily. The more we studied our field and talked to local 
station managers, the more agonizingly clear the picture 
became. Could we really blame stations for not really want-
ing religious p·rograrns when surveys showed that the minute a 
church broadcast came on, the audience dropped almost to 
zero? Could it be the unpopularity of the Gospel itself? 
This could have something to do with it, but prayerful study 
convinced us that this was not entirely the answer. The 
audience doesn't even stay around long enough to get the 
message. At least, not the one we want to communicate. It 
is not sound doctrine which is being rejected; it's the way 
the doctrine is usually presented.17 
1-Jhy do so many close their eyes to the obvious? People 
listen to radio only because they want tg. If they don't 
enjoy what they hear, they turn you off.l8 
Gospe 1 Programm·i ng and 1~udi ences 
The problem then for many independent religious radio stations 
seems to be~ at least in part, in program presentation. Many r·adio 
stations of this type will sell programming time to re-ligious 
broadcasters who are willing to pay to have their show carried on a 
.. , 
I 
particular station or any number of stations for that matter. Carrying 
a schedule of programs of this type is an easy way to get the station 1 S 
bills paid while enabling the station staff to be kept at a minimum. 
If pre-recorded tapes are played all day, there obviously is a minimal 
requirement for announcers. Without commercial advertising there is 
no need for sales persons. Also, time ordinarily spent with billing 
would be at a minimum since there would be no billing except for pro-
grams which already pay to be aired. Too often, shows are accepted 
wh·ich not only are of substandard production quality, but are offens·ive 
to many listeners. So while expenses are being met, such a station 
theoretically could be operating without a single listener. This, of 
course, is not the case. However, it is obvious that such a station 
all too often broadcasts to a limited audience, as found in the study 
by Johnstone, and such audiences comprise a very limited percentage of 
the total potential listeners as reflected in the national ratings. 
If the programminq is good, it wi"ll get an audience. (If it 
has no audience, it's a waste of time and money anyway.) 
With a provable audience, tirne can be sold to advertisers. 
Why should this ·in any way weaken our Gospel? The right 
kind of advertising could even be a valuable public service. 
It could help to build the public's confidence~ and 
psychologically bring us and our message closer to the 
evet~yday life of our listeners. (Is it possib-le that often 
we subsidize stations to allow us to maintain unpopular 
programnri ng, or to permit broadc:asti ng for on·ly a very 
smal"l segment of the potential audience?)l9 
This problem, however, is not universal to what is being pro-
grammed for gospel broadcasts both in television and radio. A recent 
article in RCA Broadcast News tells of an organization that produces 
highly successful religious shows for radio and television. 
From the beginning, f'k. Robertson insisted on calling his 
single under-powered station a 'network' --Christian Broad-
casting Netvwrk. That vision has been fulfilled. Today, just 12 years later, the network includes four CBN-ovmed TV 
stations, (plus a fifth under negotiation) and six FM radio 
outlets. Supplementing these are nine commercia 1 station 
affiliates which broadcast more than 20 hours per week each 
of CBN produced programming. In addition, more than 200 
cable television systems around the country pick up the CBN 
programs, and about 20 systems telecast these programs on a 
syndicated basis. Flagship station WYAH-TV is the oldest 
religious-oriented station in operation in the U.S.~ and 
Christian Broadcasting Network is one of the largest pro-
ducers of religious TV program material in the worlct.ZO 
8 
This article was published in February 1974. Up-to-date i nforma-
tion concerning the spread in popularity of this organization's pro-
grams was obtained by a phone call to CBN Network Relations Director 
Scott Hessek in Virginia Beach, Virginia. Christian Broadcasting 
Network now includes 45 television affiliates in addition to its owned 
and operated stations. CBN programming now is carried on more than 
200 radio stations (not necessarily with religious formats) and is 
carried into mor·e than 2,000 cable communHies across the United States. 
The show most in demand, according to Hessek, is a daily 90-minute show 
called "The 700 Club", hosted by CBN president, Pat Robertson. 21 
The program features popular entertainers, prayers, and 
guest intervievJs. A battery of volunteer counsellors in 
the studio and at other locations answer the phones tele-
thon style. The program encotn'ages i nvo·l vernent and has a 
spontaneity that is heightened by the jangl-ing of the 
telephones and the continuing flow to reports about what 
is happening with the viewers and listeners. A central 
telephone number is flashed on the screen to enable 
viewers in various cities to cal), 'The 700 Club' for free 
counselling with their problems.22 
l~ith the advent of television, the majority of formats for radio 
have been centered around one type of music or another. J\ recent 
article in ~_r.:._oadca?_.!_t_Q51 ind·icates that gospel music formats soon may 
be a growing concern across the nation. 
Gospel music is currently rece1v1ng no major market format 
attention. and KSON-FM will find itself in the position of 
having to convince listeners and sponsors simultaneously. 
Not that Dan McKinnon, owner of KSON-FM and its AM counter-
part, KSON, hasn't been ·jn a similar position before. Twelve 
years ago KSON was among the first major market stations to 
exper·iment with a country forrnat and was,. in r,1r. McKinnon's 
words, 'the first country-and-western station to crack the 
big national accounts.' Looking back, he says: • I think 
gospel is VJhere country was 10 years ago' -- and has similar 
potenti a·l s. 
Part of the trailblazing the station has had to do has 
involved research. No one, so far, has a clear statistical 
picture of who would listen to a gospel station in San 
Diego or in any other city. Mr. ~kKinnon's initia·l effor·ts 
in this area have involved surveying audiences at gospel 
concerts in and around San Diego. That research, from a 
radio demographic point of view, has been highly positive. 
Income averages among those audiences were in the $14,000 
range; their occupations were mostly professional or tech-
nical; over one-third held college degrees; and only 7-8 
per cent did not have high school diplomas. Perhaps most 
promising for ~1r. McKinnon 1vas evidence that those concert-
goers listened to a variety of radio formats at home. 
Mr. McKinnon believes his gospel listeners will be the 
most loyal auct·ience, bar none, on radio, contrasting with 
the rock audience that the station's previous format was 
unable to hold. 
If all-gospel works for KSON-FM, stations looking for a 
change of format across the country may join that list.23 
With successful, reputable people such as Dan McKinnon) Pat 
9 
Robertson, and others demonstrating that gospel radio can be a viable 
product, the problem seems to be found within the type of programming 
being carried by some 292 stati ons24 whose FCC 1 i censes reflect their· 
format as r·eligious. (The National Religious Broadcasters label as 
religious, any station that carries 18 or more hours weekly of reli-
gious programming. Seen within that criteria, there are more than 600 
. . 25 religious stations w1th1n the U.S. today. ). What then are the 
factors involved that religious broadcasters might be sensitive to in 
10 
order that their broadcasts would reflect a greater penetration into the 
potential listening audience w·ithin their particular market? This 
question forms the basis of this study. The resear·ch went beyond mere 
statements about the existing aud·ience of full-time gospel stations. 
It looked at a target audience which y,Jas far from substant·ially pene-
trated. Church-related people within Tulsa ~1etropo"litan area comprised 
that target audience. 
Scope of Study 
This study, then~ attempted to provide additional insight into 
gospe·! radio listen·ing preference, as seen by the target group members. 
The study centered on pr·ecl·ispositions as related to demogt~aphic back-
ground, religious denomination, radio listening frequency, and degree 
of fundamentalist belief. The author - through his methods of 
analysis - sought to provide an informational base for more effective 
decisions on airing programs to meet the needs of a relatively unpene-
trated potential target audience. 
Th·is research study has endeavored to: 
1. De·f'ine clusters of religious program types which combined 
would indicate a willingness on the part of the target audience 
sampled to increase their listenership to gospe·! radio. 
2. I den tHy the demographic factors associ a ted wHh varying 
degrees of fundamentalist belief and radio listenership frequency. 
3. Identify clusters of sJospe1 radio program format associated 
with fundamentalist belief and existing listenet·ship tendencies. 
4. Determine if fundamentalist belief and existing radio listen-
ing habits are in any way correlated to a willingness to listen more 
11 
frequently to gospel broadcasts, if the broadcasts reflected a positive 
change. 
5. Examine the relationship between religious fundamentalist 
belief, listenership to radio in general, listenership to gospel radio, 
and the willingness to listen to more gospel radio. 
Therefore, through ex post facto research, this study was designed 
to examine those variables which might affect listening to gospel radio 
stations among church-related peop-le. No single study win pr·ovide all 
the answers. The central purpose of this study was to illustrate how 
the proper utilization of research can be the means by which information 
concerning an audience and their program preferences systematically can 
be gathered and analyzed. This information, systematically gathered 
and analyzed, will soon be seen as essential for a gospel program 
director or station manager to focus his perception of his target 
audience and, by so doing, be able to reduce the error in his program-
ming decisions. 
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CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Having watched and produced hundreds of religious radio and 
TV shows. I don 1 t think that religion can be broadcast. The 
lumpy nature of linear religious chunks thrown into most 
station formats causes med·ia indigestion. The depth of the 
message is eroded by the inconsistent forms we use for the 
media presentation. The only place for the rigid religious 
programming of the past is the Sunday morning ghetto.1· 
The problem religious radio and TV veteran Dennis Benson is 
referring to deals with form. Th~re seems to be inherent in much 
religious broadcasting an almost sacred dedication to form. A lucid 
example of this is the missionary group in Africa that imports a 
Hammond organ and teaches their constituents to s·ing 11 God Bless 
America" in SvJahili. f.l..ithough th·is example does not dea1 directly 
with gospel broadcasting, it does seem indicative of a problem many 
have within religious circles. Traditional pipe organ music and 
theological language obviously will appeal to those religious-minded 
people who happen to like pipe organ music and with whom theological 
jargon is familiar. But is it appealing to all within the religious 
community? In a recent article in Rejj_gj_ous ~!::oad_cas·t:j~_, Paul 
McClendon discusses this obsession with form. 
One of the more serious barriers to a viable research per'-
spective is obsession with form. In communications 
research groups in ten nations during recent international 
communications consultation, the first order of questions 
posed to me \-vere "how 11 questions. Yet 11 how" questions at·e 
usually _f_QI'm questions. It is ax.i omati c that form fo.lJ...2~~ 
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f_u_rycti..Q.Q.: Function must be first. /l, building is not 
erected unless purposeful functions the building is to 
serve are first determined. Only then may a suitable 
form be created to serve these functions.2 
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The question then needs to be posed as to what purpose is served 
in the broadcast of gospel radio. Some will answer evangelism. 
Others feel they are instructing Christians. Still others say both. 3 
However, we need to go a bit fur'ther to really determine the function 
of gospel broadcasting and ask the question, "What is gospe1 radio 
trying to communicate?" and then its coronary, "How is this being 
achieved?~~ These two questions then wil1 serve as the basis for the 
survey of the 1-i terature of this study. 
The Purpose of Religious Communication 
Whether there is an awareness of it, ultimately the quest usually 
sought in the communication of the gospel is the revelation of truth. 
It is almost ludicrous to attempt such a revelation with as imperfect 
a vehicle as language and as unpredictable a source and receiver of 
the language as humans. But despite the inadequacies and imperfection 
in the co~nunication process, there still is much to be realized even 
when dealing with Truth and the Divine. 
\oJe already have seen in ,Johnstone's study that the bulk of 
regular listeners of religious rad·io in fact comprised only a fraction 
of the total gospel-or·iented community within the Un-ited States. 4 In 
problems which historically reoccur within religious circles. 
At various times the church has tended to deny the communi-
cational implications of the incarnational truth as found 
in Jesus Christ. More than once the Bible has been kept 
from the people and preserved only in the language of the 
elite few. At the same time, such churches have not been 
incarnationally involved in the life of the people, but 
have retreated into a monastic escape from existence; but 
to escape from spiritual involvement in life is to expose 
oneself to spiritual death. 
like the Sadducees, proud of their worldly sophistication 
and "ecclesiastica-l traditions)" some men of our times 
have preached the church rather than the gospel . 
Jesus, however, also communicated by life, in utter· iden-
tification with men and women. He, like them, knew wea-
riness, hunger, sorrow, grief, keen disappointment, and 
rejection, even by those who were closest to him. He par-
ticipated fully in their lives, whether in the joys of a 
wedding feast or in the foreboding atmosphere of a simple 
meal, eaten in the shadow of his coming death.5 
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Gavin Reid, the Publications Secretary of the Church Pastora1-Aid 
Society in England feels the greatest threat to the gospel is the 
breakdown of communication. In his book n~ Gag_gjng__Qf_ Go_Q, he says: 
... the vast majorHy of Christians appear to have given 
little thought to the sociological chanqes of our times. 
There is some radical and realistic thinking going on in 
the heady atmospheres of American campuses and ecumenical 
conferences, but practically none of it is trickling 
through to the man_in the pew, or, for that matter, the 
man in the pulpit.6 
Reverend Reid points out that when Christians talk about their com-
munication problems, words are usually at the top of the list. 
Although the problem is much more complex than replacing a few words, 
it is necessary to realize that: 
... because the churches have been forced by sociological 
pressures into becoming in-groups with the consequent 
development of in-talk, Christians need to assess their 
use of words.? 
The result of this is that Christians usually think of 
comrnunicatin9 their message on their own terms, and "if 
possible, on their own premises. For them the church 
is their bolt-hole and womb. Those Christians who 
encourage a breaking-out are viewed with suspicion and 
are seen to be posing a threat to the community. The 
very same pressures and fears that keep the ''godlesS 11 
out of the church are also keeping the 11 Qodlyl! within.8 
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The communication of the re"ligious r~essage also is hindered by what 
Reverend Reid calls pre-utterance factors. Because of past encounters 
in one form or another, most nonreligious-oriented folks feel they 
already know the Christian message. They have an image or stereotype 
within their minds that may be col~rect for a minor·ity of r-eligious 
groups, but is generalized to the group as a whole. This is further 
complicated by that particular minority that pokes its head around the 
corner every so often to reinforce the already existing image.9 Gospel 
groups or broadcasters, that st~~ess in-talk and try to preserve the 
traditiona1 forms, may be guilty of an incestuous religiosity. In his 
article, "Unparalleled Opportunity", Paul McClendon suggests Christians 
with responsibilities within the media have a sacred trust, one which 
may call for many to sacrifice their traditional usacred cows 11 if 
progress is to be made in the Christian media.lO 
vJhat seems to be taking pi ace then is that many gaspe 1 broad-
casters are not concerning themselves with who their potential audience 
actually is, or what their listening needs actually happen to be, or 
the methods that should be used to adequately and correctly answer 
these questions. \tJho then is our "man of today?" Harvey Cox suggests 
that, because of the inception of the mass media, theologians need to 
re-evaluate and to take a new look at who our "man of today" actually 
is. 
Hermeneutics - the problem of interpreting past truth for 
the present day - is regarded by Gerhard Ebe 1 i ng and others 
as the key theological issue of our time. The problem has 
two foci: the essential message to be transmitted and the 
situation of the "man of today" for· whom the message is 
intended. Theologians disagree about both points, but per-
haps the more violent argument rages around that elusive 
character the "man of todav." vJhat is his nature? Is he 
a "Jr·eady sornehow "beyond religion" (as seen by Bonhoeffer). 
is he still 11 religious in his subconscious" (as seen by 
Eliade) or does he ask religious questions in nonreligious 
garb (in accordance with Tillich's view)? Or is he, as 
Barth would contend, in no way essentially different from 
his ancestors? 
In probing this crucial issue theologians tend to overlook 
one modern development which could render the whole dis-
cussion obsolete. They forget the appearance in our time 
of what Marshall Mcluhan calls "postl iterate man. 11 If 
Mcluhan is right, we could be entering an epoch in which 
man's perception of God, self, and world will be more 
markedly altered than even the most radical modern theolo-
glan can appreciate. 
The chang(::! in our mode of experiencing reality would be 
comparable to that which occurred when the development of 
the art of writing made it possible for man to record his 
history. Such a modif·ication in the fundamental fabric 
of human existence would raise theological questions more 
far-reaching than any we have touched so far. But first 
·we must ask: Is the communications revolution really 
that radical? 
It is not now possible to schematize the seminal thinking 
of this interdisciplinary group, but its general contention 
is clear: that when the technology of communications media 
changes there is a concomitant change in the culture•s way 
of perceiving reality.ll 
Cox continues and points out that it should not be inferred that 
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Mcluhan's "postlHerate" man cannot r·ead. It is simply that his basic 
orientation to reality is no longer based on print but instead on the 
electronic media.12 It therefore is logical the methods employed in 
radio 20 or 30 years ago have lost their relevance in this day and age. 
Knowing your audience and finding a common ground on which to 
communicate your message does not necessarily mean there needs to be 
any major change in the message itself, if any at all. As already 
suggested by Lamberson, if an audience does not like what is being 
broadcast they usually either retune the dial or turn the set oft. 13 
Alan Nichols asks the question: 
To what purposes will the Christian put the media, assum-
ing for the moment that he is to get any time or air space 
to propagate his views at all? Will he engage in a slight 
updating of the old-fashioned street corner gospel message, 
or has man-come-of-age at last graduated to a new message 
a 1 together·? 14 
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Nichols says that Sydney's Anglican Commission on ~·1ass Media view the 
communications problems of the Church and Christianity as a marketing 
problem. He suggests that the gospel media has three basic objectives. 
First, it should be used to inform people. Second, there should be 
included the purpose of evangelism, and last, the gospel media should 
be used to inf1uence community thinking. In essence, the gospel media 
must be relevant and up-to-date with respect to what is taking place in 
its audience's community and world today. 15 If gospel media are viewed 
as a means to push one 1 s views on another, the viewer or listener simply 
turns the dial. Nichols goes on to say: 
Cornmun i cations psycho 1 og·i sts now propound a theory that 
evel'Y person has a bui1t·-in trait called cognitive balance. 
By this term they mean that everyone has an innate desire 
to retain the status quo and resist new information. We're 
a bundle of prejudices, they say, and we want to stay that 
way. 
We therefore continually operate selective perception - a 
subtle ability to receive only the messages we want or 
expect, and reject all others. This is why there is so 
often a boomerang effect when a frontal attack is launched 
on people's prejudices.l6 
Wilbur Schramm has suggested that what people choose to listen to 
on the radio depends upon the ratio of reward offered to the energy 
required.17 Although Serlo believes it difficult, if not impossible, 
to assign quantitative values to Schramn's fraction of selection, it is 
obvious that the effectiveness of the communication can be increased by 
either increasing the rewar·d or reducing the energy .18 The enet·gy, as 
such, may be reduced in religious broadcasts by meeting the audience 
where they are. This of necessity would enta·i l knovling who the 
potential religious audience could be, at what times they would be 
listening, and what their program preferences would be.l9 
The Need For Research 
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An unpublished study done for the ltJestern Religious Broadcasters by 
the Special Studies Department of the American Research Bureau in 1968, 
however, points to a need for greater understanding by religious broad-
casters of the basic pr·ecepts of mass communications 1·esearch. The 
study went only so far as to sur·ve.Y the attitudes of known 1 i steners to 
religious-oriented radio stations. Respondents were sampled on the 
basis of whether they responded positively on earlier diaries with 
regard to being regular gospel broadcast listeners. 20 Although it is 
obviously helpful to learn more about the characteristics of known 
listeners and thei1~ att'itudes towa1~d the shows they listen to, it also 
seems almost a little redundant to go to the expense to learn what in 
essence you already know. This gets back then to what ~1cCl en don was 
referring to concerning form and function. 
The overwhelming focus is an too often on fot~m methods. 
Little regard is paid to function. Function is often sub-
mel~ged in comfortable generalities like: ~~~·Je are evange·l-
izing," or "spreading the gospel," or "working for Christ." 
More definitive function delineations are required within 
these broader purposes for us to be fully productive 
stewards of our God-entrusted resources. 
Research is first a perspective; only secondly is it a 
process or a project. A perspective conducive to research 
can be cultivated. Functions can be definitely designated 
before forms are sought. Methodologies can be developed 
to foJlow and to fulfill purposes rather than to determine 
them.'-
Viewed vii thin the vocabulary of the marketer, it is becorni ng more 
and more necessary with the advent and growth of the mass media, mass 
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transportation, mass communications, and so on, to make optimal use of 
all the information available in order to reduce the risk involved in 
decision-making. The marketer will assess his marketing opportunities 
by ·ident-ifying his company goals and analyzing his profit opportunities 
to determine the markets within which his company may try to achieve 
its objectives. The orientation is shifting from the technological and 
financial to the conceptual. Identification of needs to be satisfied 
now precedes the creation of a new product. Identification of new 
markets and market segmentation to more adequately and individually 
serve the consumer involves maximum use of the decision sciences and 
information systems. Not only does this illustrate the function pre-
ceding the form, but it suggests that the job of marketing a product 
(that product may be a particular broadcast, or a se~·vice as well as a 
tangible item purchasable in a store) is not an isolated event but a 
part of a process. Marketing objectives then should take into account 
the internal company situation and be analyzed and expressed in terms 
of their relationship to the external environment.22 
James Enge·l also vie~·Js this communication problem from a marketing 
viewpoint. He points to the lack of market segmentation as part of the 
problem. 
Unfortunately, the vast majority of communication efforts 
are based on the unverified assumption of sufficient 
audience awareness to per·mit ·large scale reaping through 
the mass med·ia. In other· vmrds, "it ·is probable that much 
communication is i~oroperly targeted and hence falls on 
unresponsive ears.zj 
The inab·ility to see the context within which rel·i9ious broadcasts 
operate has been a problem for some yeat'S. In 1955 a very thorough 
study entitled J...:~-Je T_ti_lev.1_2_·ioQ_:-Raq_io Audi§_!lce and_~~iqiQ!l was published 
by Parker, Barry and Smythe. Their introduction makes the point that: 
... the emphasis has been almost exclusively on the produc-
tion of programs, and the producers have been too busy to 
ask about the results. Their attitude, for the most part, 
has been and is that of promotion rather than evaluation. 
To 11 get on the air" has sometimes been regarded as more 
important .than to get something worthwhile on the air. It 
has been widely assumed that anything designated as 
''re "li gi ous 11 or sponsored by a r·e 1 i gi ous agency must by 
definition be worthwhile~ at least in the eyes of loyal 
churchmen, even if the general public were suspected of 
taking a different view.24 
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This study included an analysis of pr·ogram content; tables showing the 
percentage of television-set-owning households viewing one or more 
programs of specified types by 1~e"ligious affiliation and socia"l class; 
the methods used to test statistical data; the percentage of households 
in the audience for specif·ic religious programs by religion and social 
class; and background data of respondents from in-depth interviews, 
?r; 
covering various socio- and psychological variables.~y 
Donald Smith, in his article 11 Are We Talking to Anybody?'', 
believes the first thing to be done in the measurement of a media 
audience is discovering who the potential audience is. You then look 
further and see groups with shared characteristics within your audience 
and these are subaudiences. The determination of the number and nature 
of the subaudiences in the target group is essential. As much as pos-
sible should be learned concerning each of the subaudiences. Then the 
message should be designed with the target group in mind. Presentation 
of the messages then should be evaluated by systematic feedback, employ-
ing correct sampling procedures of the intended audience.26 
Th·i s is not to oversimplify the task of defining the proper sub-
audiences. t•1oomey and Skoinik, ·in their article "Typologies of Radio 
Station Target Audiences'', mention the difficulties involved in defin-
ing program format typologies. These program format typologies they 
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refer to are based on certain labels being assigned to certain groups or 
types of persons. And people as ·individuals and groups of individuals 
?] 
respond differently to different things at different times.~ Proper 
research methods, however, will reduce the percentage of error involved 
in the assi9nment of groups to observe and evaluate v~ith respect to 
program planning and production, as they relate to potential audiences, 
their characteristics and the feedback involved when responding to the 
program aired. 
In Johnstone•s study, liWho L·istens to Religious Rad·io Broadcasts 
Anymore", the audience sampled was viewed with regard to such dimen·-
sions as denominational affiliation, age, sex, educational level, 
geographic region, degree of reliqious commitment and interest, fre-
quency of attendance at re l·i gi ous services, and urban/rural reside nee. 
The composite portrait of the typfcal regu·lar J·istener, as determined 
by this study, already has been ~riven in the previous chapter. Further 
information regarding subaudiences not yet mentioned revealed there was 
a positive relationship between the frequency of church attendance and 
the frequency of 'listening to religious programs. There also was a 
positive relationship between respondents• judgments concerning the 
importance of re-ligion ·in their lives and the frequency with which they 
listen to relig·ious radio broadcasts. As far as geographic regions 
were concerned, tt1e study revealed the midwest and south are heavier 
re 1 i gi ous radio broadcast 1 i steners than othet' regions of the country. 28 
Purpose of Radio 
But then the question, 11 What purpose does radio as a wholE~ serve 
for the l i stener?!l, must be asked. Joseph K"l apper ·in The Effects of 
Mass Communication states: 
Radio was found by the experiments cited above to produce 
greater retention of simple material than does print, 
especially among the less educated and less intelligent. 
Radio is believed by some writers to anow greater 'struc·· 
turing' or creative participation than does the concrete 
imagery of TV. It is perhaps the most easily used of all 
the media, but it is also the most casually attended and 
seems now to serve more typically as a source of back·-
ground entertainment than as a tarqet of concentrated 2q ' attention. --
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CBS Board Chairman Willi am S. Pa 1 ey looks at the medi urn of radio 
as having: 
... moved out of the living room into the kitchen, the bed-
room, the workshop, the car, and the back 1awn - every-
where. It has become an a ll·-day companion that goes every 
place, any place. It is a portable news ticker, a trave·l-
ing music hall, a ro~bng conversationalist, an itinerant 
spectator of sports. 
In his book, £~-~01ed_i_Cl:_~in _ _8merica_, Don Pember suggests a similar 
outlook with respect to the purpose radio serves today. 
Music remains as the staff of life for the AM radio 
station, and there is nothing to suggest that this will 
change in our lifetime. If we begin with the premise 
that the medium of radio tends to be background rather 
than foreground, music is an inexpensive, noncontrover-
sial, and usually profitable programming concept. In 
the years to come we will probably ~Ie program formats 
play an even more significant role. 
Don McKinnon has certainly based his new concept of gospel radio 
as a viable, marketable product which will attract national advertis-
. 32 ing on format which will be predominately gospel mus1c. 
Programming 
Programrni ng then, v1i thout a doubt, is a cruci a 1 factor for any 
type of broadcast, whether spiritual or secular "ir1 nature. In 
Fe1i£o~ _ _B_C!_di_Q_ by PaY'ker, Inman and Snyder, some facts are revealed 
by Nielsen studies regarding listener preference. 
For example, they show that on devotional religious pro-
grams the audience turns over from three to five times 
within a half hour period, a discouraging indication of 
the holding power of our current religious offerings.33 
The authors go on to state that wi th·i n every community served by 
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re"ligious broadcasting there is a need for intelligent programming of 
the time available on the air into a balanced, over-all religious radio 
schedule that wi'll in fact serve the community. The.Y' suggest three 
major types of programs, the presentation of which vwuld achieve Uris 
goal. The categories are shows that provide an emotional identifica-
tion, shows that provide a rel"igious interpretation and a communicat·ion 
of a faith, and shows that allow the experience of worship. 
They then name specific types of programs appropriate to each of 
these three areas. Shows provid·ing ernotiona·l identification would 
include biography, dramas, interviews, and religious news broadcasts. 
Those types that would provide religious cornrnunicat'ion and the communi-
cation of faith vwuld include discussion, documentary pl~ograms, inter-
views, and news programs. Those shows then allowing the experience of 
worship within the broadcast would be radio worship services, programs 
of religious music, counsel·ing programs, and poetry and quiet reading, 
according to the authors. 34 
A book wr·i tten by John Bachman, entHl ed .I.b~- Ch~_l_!:'_c:_b__j_Q_t_~--Worl 9_ 
of Radi()-Te"le'{~_~on, suggests ther'e is a need for planned diversity in 
religious progra~ning. 
Some. progr·am forms, of cour·se, have greater fl exi b-i 1 i ty 
than others, but any format may reach a sizable audience, 
no format vJill attract everyone. Variety is desirable. 
not just for· the sake of variety, but for the sake of 
listener-viewers who are in various conditions of mind 
and stages of religious readiness. 
Some persons, including both churchgoers and nonchurch·· 
goers, are sufficiently concerned with questions of life•s 
meaning that they will give attention to programs which 
deal directly with vital issues; in fact, they are likely 
to be impatient with indirection. Others will tune out 
any program which appears to demand much from them in 
terms of response. The same person may be ·in different 
frames of mind at different times. 
There is a place in religious broadcasting for different 
purposes - the preparation of awakening which broadcasters 
call climate - creation, worship, instruction. and evange-
lism, among others; for di ffel'ent types of programs - ta 1 k, 
discussion. music, drama, news, interview, documentary, 
variety, and some yet to be deve 1 oped; and for differ-ent 
audiences - ch·i ·1 dren, teenagers, young parents, the retired, 
searching i nte 11 ectua 1 s, frustrated factory workers, and 
all other segments of society. Achieving such purposeful, 
creative diversity and utilizing its values require action 
by ·individuals, 1ocal congregat·ions, denominations, and 
councils of churches.3b . 
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The title of this book points to a question that should at least be 
raised at this point. What relationship should gospel radio have with 
respect to the church, a denomination, or a local assembly? This book 
was based on a theme of what the church could do which is not neces-
sarily wrong. But in this approach there certainly can be limiting 
factors as far as audience is concerned. If great care is not taken, 
the programm·i ng could become accepta.b 1 e to the l oca 1 church or assembly 
without having any appeal for the target audience. Any good gospel 
station or program should ask itself if it is church-related. an exten-
sian of the church, or a church unto itself. The interrelationships 
between the types of programs and the profiles of potential audiences 
will certainly vary depending on whether a part·icular stat·ion views 
itself as church-related, an extension of the church~ or a church unto 
itse 1f. 
Dennis Benson, in Electric Evangelism, comments the need to be 
re·levant, to meet the aud·ience where they ar·e, and to know who the 
audience is in formulating and scheduling a program. 
If we are using the same structures for worship, study, 
outreach, and fen owshi p in our community that were used 
15 years ago, something is wrong. During the same span 
of time most major corpol~ations have changed several 
times in their marketing, managing, and accounting pro-
cedures. The world has changed in life-mode numerous 
times during this period. The fermenting nature of our 
message keeps expanding those who bear it. The change 
of the world nicely meets the expansive nature of the 
m~ssag~. 1gt, most faith communities are not using new 
vn nesk1 ns. 
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(The analogy to wineskins referred to by Benson is based on the teach-
ings of Jesus which stated that new wine put in old wineskins would 
cause the old skins to burst, an excellent admonition to keep up-to-
date in all one may undertake, whether the utilization of current pro-
gramrni ng forms and methods of audience analysis as referred to here, 
or anyth'ir1g else, for that matter. 37 ) 
Benson continues by rnent i on·l ng that much of that which is 1 abe 11 ed 
religious broadcasts is not listened to because of the form chosen for 
the program. 
Much radio programming by the church is for a very spe-
cialized audience. The broadcast of preaching and church 
music will be popular with those who already like it. 
There is nothing wrong with such specialized formats. 
However, it does not reach those who are \"'ithout this 
kind of orientation. It also seems futile to aim at a 
few shut-ins in a ·local community by using a med·ium wi.th 
the capability of such a vast audience. The aud·io 
cassette or some other specialized medium would seem much 
more to the point for such nurture. 
Every station td es to focus on the audience it wou1 d 
like to have. Some stations are using extensive sampling 
techniques to determine the needs, goals, interests, and 
resources of their audience. They want to touch the lives 
of their ·listeners. The stations want to win the loyalty 
of their audience. Some stations employ research tech-
niques which measure audiences by life style. 
Who is the person receiving our message? Any generaliza-
tion is dangerous. People simply aren't old, middle-aged. 
young adult, and youth. However, stations have to look at 
and for audiences. We need some hooking places from which 
we can get a grip on the mass media.3~ 
This need for a hooking place from which to get a grip on the mass 
media is the primary basis of this study. 
Need for this Study 
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The literature studied, whether written in 1948 or during the past 
year. seemed to be very consistent in a call for improvement in the 
realm of what gospel radio stations were doing with respect to their 
selection of programming. Of the studies involving audience research, 
the focus was either on determining who the existing audience already 
was - and relating to their characteristics and particular existing 
program preferences - or from the standpoint of analyzing on a national 
basis what the existing gospel stat·ions were already doing and who they 
were already serving. 
One recent study illustrates the need for a greater perspective 
in relation to research in th·is area. This particu·lar study was 
national in scope and had as its purpose presenting a profile of the 
religious-oriented station. On the basis of a 25 per cent return of 
questionnaires, conclusions showed that religious radio stations pro-
vide opportunity for Bible teaching, evangelistic outreach, counseling, 
d . . t' •t• 39 anr vanous serv1ce ac.1v1·1es. 
Rather than sampling an already-known audience, which we have 
seen to be a very limited one, the need to research a potential target 
audience, and learn something of their characteristics and program 
preferences, seems to be obvious. As already stated in the preceding 
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chapter, this is the basis of this study. The religious or church 
community of the city of Tulsa vJas sampled to answer, on at least a 
limited scale, some of the questions posed by the literature and per-
haps prov·i de the basis for further research of this type on a ·1 arger 
scale. 
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CHAPTER I II 
DESIGN, METHODOLOGY, AND ANALYSIS 
Statement of Purpose 
This study had as its purpose the examination and description of 
people normally comprising a religious radio aud·ience, along with those 
people within the religious community who might potent"ially comprise 
a religious radio listening audience~ and the factors which either 
appealed to or did not appeal to their listenership tastes. This exam-
ination then was viewed from the standpoint of relig·ious fundamentalist 
attitudes, individual demographics, frequency of radio listenership, 
and religious progr-am type preferences. Church-related peop"le within 
the market of Tulsa were sampled ·in an attempt to ascer"tain at least 
the correct direction toward solutions needed in order to increase the 
listenership of radio stations that reflect a religious format. 
Statement of Problem 
In formulating the programm·ing for a full-time gospe1 station 
format -- considering the wide diversity of differences in doctrines 
and individual factors within any one market or religious community 
it becomes essential to have as much insight as is possible related to 
the target audience. The question is posed on the necessity of choos-
ing one particular audience or subaudience from the total religious 
community and designing the programming in accordance 11ith their tastes 
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and beliefs, Q.'C. are ther'e universal qualities inherent in certain 
religious programs that can appeal to a wider· diversity of interests? 
More specific questions to be addressed are: Can certain combinations 
of re-ligious type shows increase listenership beyond the exist·ing 
audience? Are there significant differences in fundamentalist belief 
and demographic background that affect listenership? Would demographic 
backgrounds of the target audience relate to differences in listening 
frequency and program preference? 
Variables Studied 
The respondents were measured on the basis of the following 
three variables: 
1. Religious Program Format Preference 
a. Country Gospel t~usic (Country) 
b.· Easy Listening/Middle-of-the-Road Gospel Music (MOR) 
c. Gospel Rock Music (Rock) 
d. Church Hymn/Traditional Gospel Music (Hymns) 
e. Soul Gospel Music (Soul) 
f. Religious News Shows (News) 
g. Religious Interview Shows (Interview) 
h. Bible Teaching Shows (Bible) 
i. Evangelistic Preaching Shows (Evang) 
j. Worship Service Shows (Worship) 
k. Practical Living Religious Shows (Living) 
1. Religious Discussion Shows (Discuss) 
m. Re 1 i gi ous Variety Shows (Variety) 
n. Religious Drama Shows (Drama) 
o. Religious Documentary Shows (Document) 
2. Frequency of Had·io Listenership 
a. Genera 1 Radio 
b. Religious Radio 
c. Will1ngness to Listen to Gospel Radio if Programs 
Reflected Above Chosen Preferences 
3. Personal Religious Beliefs 
a. The Infa'llibility and Super·natutal Origin of the Bible 
b. The Virgin Birth of Jesus 
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c. Christ's Vicarious Atonement 
d. His Miraculous Resurrection 
e. His Second Coming 
Research Questions 
Major research questions were as follows: 
1. Are there significant differences in demographic background 
among the respondents which would tend to reflect differences in lis-
ten·ing frequency and fundamentalist belief? 
2. Are there any significant relationships between fundamental-
ist beliefs, existing listenership habits, and the willingness to 
listen more frequently to gospel broadcasts? 
3. Are there certain groups of gospel program formats that are 
related to fundamentalist belief and the listenership to gospel and 
non-gospel radio? 
4. Are there certain cornL->"lnations of religious type shows that 
would elicit a willingness on the part of the target audience to listen 
more frequently to religious radio? 
Probability estimates serve as tools for decision-mak·ing. By 
isolating variables, and testing the complexities underlying their 
relationships and interactions, the degree of error normally asso-
ciated with decision-making can be reduced. It is believed that the 
choice of variables to be employed in this study and the se·lection of 
the particular target audience whose doctrines adhere to precepts of 
fundamentalism perhaps will provide insights into the complex inter-
relationship involved between a particular religious-oriented audience 
and r·adi o pl"Ogrammi ng of the same basic orientation and factors or 
combination of factors thereof that may affect the listenership. 
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Operational Definitions of Variables 
P rag r al!_l__~_re t~.re r.se 
The religious listening pl"eference measure listed 15 types of 
religious radio programs. These show typologies~ drawn from the lit-
erature and from what is now being programmed in the market studied, 
are a representative arr·ay of the type of gospel radio broadcasts 
available in the United States today. They include country gospel 
music, easy listening or middle-of-the-road gospel music, gospel rock 
music, church hymn or traditional gospel music, soul gospel music, 
religious news shows, religious interview shows, Bible teaching shows, 
evangelistic programs, worship-service shows, practical-living reli-
gious shows, religious discussion shows, religious variety shows, 
religious drama shows, and r·elig·ious documentary shows. 
Subjects were asked to register their degree of preference for 
each program type on a nine point scale. A rating of 11 nine 11 indicated 
highest level of preference, or a more positive attitude for the pro-
grams v.1hil e 11 0ne 11 reflected the low est preference fol~ the pa rti cul ar· 
program type. 
Fr~q uetJ_t;:L__gf Lis t~Il-~~1~2.2.. 
Frequency of listenel~ship also was scored on a 1-to-9 scale. The 
higher scores indicated a high level of listening frequency, while the 
lower scores indicated a low degree of listening frequency. Radio 
'listenership frequency was viewed in each of thr-ee types of listening 
categories: fr·equency of l'i stenershi p to radio ·in genera 1, frequency 
of listenership to gospel rad-io, and a projected fr·equency to listen to 
gospel radio programs that would reflect the respondent's preferences 
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as represented in the gospel radio program preference section. Respon-
dents we\~e asked to respond on all three leve1s. 
A scale was used to reflect each of the five criteria inherent 
within a strict interpretation of religious fundamentalism. 1 The nine 
scales were taken from Martin and Westie's Religious Fundamentalism 
Scale. 2 Respondents were asked to respond to a nine point scale as 
they expressed either strong agreement, agreement, undecided, disagree-
ment, or strong disagreement to each statement. Agreement scores were 
compiled for each individual to show his or her degree of religious 
fundamentalist belief. A high score indicated a high degree of reli-
gious fundamentalist belief. Scores were then divided three ways to 
indicate high, medium, and low degrees of fundamentalist belief. 
Audience Composi_:tio.Q_ 
14ithin any particular religious community the preference for cer-
tain types of religious radio programs will vary just as the individ--
uals compris·ing the total commun-ity vlill vary. Individual differences 
witb·in the total community certainly will have a bearing upon the 
choice of program preferences. The elements that reflected these 
ind·ividual differences in this study were sex, age, education, income, 
occupation, and denomination. 
fuj_~_· The divisions of age v~ere selected by combining age group·-
ings found within the population characteristics of the 1970 census 
"l 
figures.J Primarily adult reactions were sought for this study. For 
this reason, ages below 16 were not included. Age classifications are 
as follows: 
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1. 16 through 24 
2. 25 through 44 
3. 45 through 59 
4. 60 and Over 
Education. Education was divided into the following 
classifications: 
1. GJ~ammar Schoo 1 
2. High Schoo 1 
3. College 
4. Graduate School 
Income. Income was viewed within the following ranges: 
1. Low: $6 ~ 999 and Be 1 ow 
2. fvliddle: $7~000- $13,999 
3. Upper-Middle: $14,000 - $23,999 
4. High: $24,000 and Above 
_Q_c::_cupati.2!:~: Occupations were broken down to reflect that which 
Krech, Crutchfield and Bal"lachey suggest in 1J:t..9_LY-idual ·in Socj_~. 4 
1. High: Professionals, managers, officials, and proprietors 
2. Midd-le: Clerical, sales, and skilled labor 
3. Low: Semi-skilled and unskilled labor 
4. Other: Unemployed 
Denomination. Questionnaires were mailed in packets to churches 
selected in the sample. Denominational categories were: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
i' f • 
Baptist 
Church of Christ 
Methodist 
Pentecostal 
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5. Lutheran 
6. Episcopalian 
7. Catholic 
8. Presbyter·i an 
Data--Gathering 
The target audience chosen for th·is study was the fundamentalist 
church communHy of Tulsa. A city with some 619 churches, which hosts 
the headquarters of several international evangelistic associations. 
yet demonstrates a low level of gospel radio listenership, provided 
fertile ground to make a study of this type. 
Information \..;as secured from a samp 1 e of the Tu1 sa church com-
munity selected on a stratified, systematic random sample bas·is to 
reduce bias. 
The sample con~rised 25 churches randomly selected from the funda-
mentalist community. Each v-1as asked to administer 15 questionnaires 
within their church to a group that met at a time other than during 
l~egul ar Sunday morning vlorsh·i p. The respondents, then, were those that 
had a degree of commitment, religiously speaking, that went at least 
somewhat beyond the socially acceptable attendance in the Sunday morn-
ing service. Questionnaires then could be administered to an adult 
Sunday School class, a ~Jednesday everdng prayer group, a Fr·iday evening 
fellowship, etc. 
Churches were se 1 ected from the Di _ !::ector'y_9_f_f_Qurche_s ~.llg_ 
~~i_giou~_?_Ilizatio~_"i_!] th~ Tulsa ~I~~. 5 ~1ajor denominations were 
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listed alphabetically. Churches within each denomination, in turn, 
were listed alphabetically under the heading of their denomination. 
For 619 churches, the sk·i p interval was every twenty-fourth church to 
obtain a sample of 25 churches. Dice were rolled to determine the 
first church selected. Because of the alphabetical listing of both 
denomination and churches within them, this method reflected a sample 
of churches within each denomination proportionate to the actual total 
number for each particular denomination in Tulsa. 
There \1/ere no statistics avai"lable reflecting the total number of 
·indiv·iduals within the Tulsa Church community. Even if each church 
were called, the only verifiable figures would be membership, which 
all too often does not give an accurate picture of normal attendance. 
A church may have 100 active members on the roll~, for example, while 
their attendance might vary from 400 to 500 each week. Guidance on the 
sample size v1as based on what Paul Erdos stated in EE2.fe~_?j_g_~_al_~1ail_ 
A crucial issue in every mail survey design is the sample 
size. The sample should be large enough to permit esti-
mates sufficiently precise to serve the research needs, 
while it should be small enough to fit the available 
budget. b 
Because of the stratification aspect within each denomination, 
the author felt that a sample size of 375 would be representative of 
the universe sampled without being too unwieldy and beyond the 
resources available for this study. 
The churches selected were first contacted ~y phone. A church 
administrator was asked to cooperate with the study. If cooperation 
was promised, the packet of questionnaires with directions for adminis-
tering them was mailed to them with a stamped return envelope. If a 
------
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particular church did not have the time, or for any other reason did 
not wish to cooperate with the study, a co·i n was nipped to choose 
either the church above or below that particular one in the listing. 
For those churches that agreed to cooperate and did not return the 
packet, a followup phone call was made aftE~r ten days to encourage them 
to complete the questionnaires, or to thank them for their cooperation 
if they already had. f'J. total of 318 usable questionnaires resulted. 
Ana·lysis 
The research questions upon which this study was based emphasized 
the relationship between fundamentalist belief, demographic factors, 
frequency of radio listenership and preference for parti cul a1~ types of 
religious radio programs. In other words, it was believed that a cer-
tain degree of fundamentalist belief and certain consistencies with 
regard to demographic background would re 1 ate to the fr·equency of lis-
tenership to, and preference for, certain types of gospel radio 
programs. 
Frequency analysis of varying degrees of complexity was employed 
to enable a multi-variate description of respondent demographics. 
After making this demographic profile, the principal measures of funda-
mentalist belief and listenership frequencies were divided into high, 
medium, and low cateqodes to determ·ine if there v>~ere relationships in 
the levels of any of these factors to any of the demographic variables. 
Cornp.!ex chi square and contingency coefficients were used to test the 
significance and strengths of these relationships. 
Correlation coefficients were computed to determine any relation-
ships between the program preferences, listenership frequencies, and 
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degree of fundamentalist belief. Finally, multiple regression 
analyses were run to determine which groupings of gospel program types 
best fit togethet', as determined by the dependent vari ab 1 es of funda-
mentalist belief and listenership frequency. 
F r e q_L!_~ n SY.J:\ n i:1Jl.§ i ~-
The form of analysis most basic and common, as well as having the 
potential for being the most misleading. is the frequency analysis. 
Frequency analysis employs percentages and averages to make generaliza-
tions from a given group of data. The danger inherent in the use of 
percentages is that simplistic approaches to averages or mean scores 
can result in over-generalizations which may not aid in the reduction 
of an error in the decision-making process, but may instead increase 
the likelihood of error. 
Because of the study's sampl·ing technique, it can be assumed that 
the percentages of this sample generally can be applied to the total 
target audience of the fundamentalist church community of Tulsa. 
Therefore, an in-depth frequency analysis was made not only to make a 
demographic profile of the target audience, but also to illustrate just 
how much could be learned from the systematic ordering of data gathered. 
Frequency analysis also was employed to determ·ine if there were 
any relationships between the principal measures and the demographic 
variables. The scores of the principal measures (fundamentalist 
belief, frequency of listenership to radio in general, frequency of 
listenership to gospel radio, and the willingness to listen to more 
gospel radio) were divided into high, medium, and low categories. 
Tables then were made to view each level of each of the above 
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variables with each breakdown for each of the six demographic factors 
(age, sex, education, occupation, income, and denomination). 
Ch·i Square and Coefficient of Contingency 
Complex chi square and contingency coefficients were computed with 
the levels of the principal measures (fundamentalist belief, ft~equency 
of listenership to radio in genera·!, frequency of listenership to gospel 
radio, and the willingness to listen to more gospel radio) and the 
demographic variables (age, sex, education, occupation, income, and 
denomination). The frequency analysis was used to determine if there 
were relationships among these variables. The chi square tests went a 
step further and demonstrated if the relationship was significant. The 
contingency coefficients went s ti 11 a step furthet and determ·i ned the 
strength of the significant relationships. 
Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients determined if 
there were any relationships between all possible combinations of pairs 
of the principal measures usE:~d in this study. Combinations tested 
included: 
1. Fundamentalist Belief and Fn;quency of Listenershil) to 
Radio in Gener·a 1 
2. Fundamentalist Belief and Fr·equency of Listenership to 
Gospel Radio 
3. Fundamentalist Belief and the Willingness to Listen to 
More Gospel Radio 
4. Frequency of L istenel~ship to Radio in Genetal and Frequency 
of Listenership to Gospel Radio 
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5. Frequency of Listenership to Radio in General and the 
Willingness to Listen to More Gospel Radio 
6. Frequency of Listenership to Gospel Radio and the Willingness 
to Listen to More Gospel Radio 
r1u_ltiple Regression Ana1,vsis 
Multiple regression analyses were computed using the preferences 
for each of the 15 program types as independent variables. The depen-
dent var·iable used for one analysis was fundamentalist belief. For 
another it was frequency of listenership to radio in general. Frequency 
of listenership to gospel radio served as the basis of another analysis. 
Willingness to listen to more gospel radio was the dependent variable 
for the remaining analysis. 
Multiple regression is a method of analyzing the collective 
and separate contributions of two or more independent vari-
ables to the variation of a dependent variable ... The student 
should be aware early in his study of the almost virtual 
identity of regression analysis gives more information about 
the data; it is also applicable to more kinds of data. 
Researchers commonly partition a continuous variable into 
high and low, or high, medium, and low groups in order to 
use analysis of variance. Although it is valuable to con-
ceptualize design problems in this manner, it is unwise 
and inappropriate to analyze them so. Such devices, for 
one thing, can throw away information. When one dichoto-
mizes a variable that can take on a range of values, one 
loses considerable variance. This can mean lowered cor-
relations with other variables and even nonsiqnificant 
results when in fact the tested relations may-be signifi-
cant. Such problems virtually disappear with multiple 
regression analysis.? 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
This study was conducted with·in the Tu"lsa, Oklahoma church 
community. There were no data a.vai 1 able reflecting current membership 
or attendance. The church community was selected on the bas ·is of be-
ing a potential target audience for a gospel radio station. At the 
time of the survey, Tulsa was served by 15 radio stations. Two of 
these stations were full-time gospel stations. 
Survey Procedure 
A stratified, systematic random sample was used to select 25 
churches. Each of the participating churches agreed to administer 15 
questionnaires to members of their congregations, giving a total 
sample of 375 potential respondents. The churches were selected from 
the 619 listed in the Directory of Ch':Jrche_.? __ E·nd Re:}i_gj_ous __ Orga~zations 
in the Tulsa A_rea prepared by the Tulsa t1etropolitan t1inistry. 1 This 
was considered to be the most complete listing of churches by denomina-
tion available for the area. 
Information sought included (1) gospel radio program preferences, 
(2) frequencies of radio listenership, (3) fundamentalists bel-iefs, 
and (4) demographic composition of the sample. 
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f<.esults 
The calls to the church adm·in·istrators were made by a professional 
interviewer known for her expertise in telephone interviewing. The 
participating church administrators were instructed by phone on the 
general parameters necessary to a.dmi ni ster the questionnaires. Then 
packets of questionnaires were sent to the person contacted with a 
typed letter reviewing the interviewing techniques (see Appendix A 
and B). 
Of the 375 possible questionnaires, 343 were returned. There 
were 25 classified as non-usable. Usable questionnaires totalled 318. 
From these 318 respondents, several very general conclusions can 
be drawn by looking at the mean scores or average scores of all the 
continuous variables that were scored on the 1-to-9 scale. A continu-
ous variable is a variable that is capable of taking on an ordered set 
of values within a certain range. This means that the values of a 
continuous variable reflect at least a l~ank order and that the measures 
. l t . d . 2 1n actua use are con a1ne 1n a range. 
The continuous var·iables in this study then were an the variables 
that required the respondent to score them. These included all the 
gospel radio program preferences, fundamentalist belief, and the three 
typr~s of 1'istenership frequencies. The average fundamentalist belief 
score of 8.5 (on a 1-to-9 scale) indicated the sample in fact repre-
sen ted a good cr·oss section of the fundamenta 1·i st church community of 
Tulsa. 
TABLE I 
MEAN RESPONSES ON PRINCIPAL MEASURES 
Principal Measure 
Fundamentalist Belief 
Frequency of Listenership to 
Radio in General 
Frequency of Listenership to 
Gospe 1 Rad·i o 
Willingness to Listen to More 
Gospel Radio 
Program Preferences Over-all 
Mean Score 
8.5 
;• 1 0.~ 
4.8 
6.4 
6.1 
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The frequency of listenership to radio in general received an 
average score of 6.3 indicating that a substantial amount of radio 
listening took place among the respondents sampled. The listenership 
to gospel radio however was much less than radio in general, with a 
mean score of 4.8. This is interesting in light of the fact that the 
willingness to listen to rnore gospel radio, if the programming was 
improved to fit more to the respondent's tastes, received a score of 
6.4. Even more interesting is the over-all score given to the differ-
ent types of gospe1 radio programs. The over-an average score given 
to gospel program types netted a 6,1 which is quite a bit more than 
the score received by the actua 1 'I is tenersh·i p to gaspe 1 r·adi o and an 
indicator subs tanti ati ng the score represent·i nq the respondents wi 11-
ingness to listen to more gospel radio. 
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Discussion of the mean response to continuous variable measures 
continue with a look at the 15 different types of gospel radio programs 
that were scored for preference. At first glance, it would seem that, 
with a sample representative of the target audience, the quickest means 
to increase the listenership to gospel radio in this area would be to 
program those type shows that received the highest scores. This, 
however, is an area where caution should be taken. Later, the author 
will show that the programs receiving the highest average scores are 
in fact not necessarily the programs that should predominate in the 
program schedule. 
The greatest index for analysis is variance. Variance is simply 
the average of the squared deviations from the mean of a set of 
3 
measures. ~~hat this says simply ·is that. ~vhen 1 ooki ng at continuous 
variables, thel~e is much more to be learned about these variables from 
the way they interact and affect one another as a whole than can be 
seen from viewing each one independently. 
Over-all, however, it seems with a score of 7.1 that traditional 
church hymn music was the type of gospel radio program most prefen·ed 
by listeners in this area as shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
MEAN PREFERENCES FOR 15 TYPES 
OF GOSPEL RADIO PROGRA~1S 
·---------·------·---···------··-··---·--
Type of Gospel 
Radio Pt·ogram 
Country 
!~OR 
Rock 
Hymns 
Soul 
Bib ·1e 
Evangelism 
Worship 
News 
Interview 
Discussion 
Practical Living 
Variety 
Drama 
Documentary 
Mean 
·-.. - .. --~ 
Score Rank 
Position 
, _____________ 
5.6 13.0 
6.0 11.5 
4.4 15.0 
7.1 1.0 
5.0 14.0 
6.5 3.5 
6.0 11.5 
6 ') 
• L 7.S 
6 ? • <- 7.5 
6.1 9.0 
6.3 5.5 
6.6 2.0 
6.5 3.5 
6.0 11.5 
6.3 5.5 
-------·------·----··-··---.. -------·-------
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The least preferred programs seemed to be gospel rock, with a 4.4 
mean score, and soul gospel music programs with an average score of 
5.0. Country gospel music programs, accm·din9 to the strict average 
score they received, were the third 1ea.st preferred type of gospel 
51 
radio program in the Tulsa area. The second most preferred was 
practical living shows with a score of 6.6. Tied for what the average 
scores i ncl'i cate as the th·i rd most preferred programs ~~e 1 i gi ous variety 
shows and Bible teaching shows with each having received a score of 
6.5. 
Dei:!J.QiP~aph"i c .fr:_oJi 1 e. 
What kind of group was it that made up the sample of respondents 
for this study? The study sought to examine the demographic factors 
of denominations, sex, age, education, income, and occupation. 
The Baptist denominations comprised 33.3 per cent of all study 
respondents. Those respondents within Pentecostal denominations com-
prised the next largest grouping, with 21.3 per cent of the total. 
Those in the Church of Christ made up 15.7 per cent of the respon-
dents and the Methodists accounted for 14.1 per cent. Combined, the 
Lutheran, Episcopalian~ Catho 1 i c, and Presbyterian categories repre-
sented 15.6 per cent of all sample respondents. 
T/1.BLE II I 
DEN0~1INATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF SAMPLE 
Denomination 
Baptist 
Church of Christ 
t'iethodist 
Pentecostal 
------·----·--------·---
Number Per Cent 
·------··---- ··---------·-· -·---
106 33.3 
50 15.7 
45 14.1 
68 21.3 
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TABLE III (Continued) 
Lutheran 13 4.2 
Episcopalian 12 3.8 
Catholic 12 3.8 
Presbyterian 12 3.8 
Total 318 100.0 
Females represented 58.2 per cent of the respondents. The largest 
age group in the sample was the 25-to-44 year olds who incorporated 54.7 
per cent. Almost half of the sample had completed some college. The 
income of over one-third of the respondents were in the $7,000 to 
$13,999 categor·y and another third was in the $14,000 to $23,999 
category. Slightly more than half of those sampled listed themselves 
in the occupations labelled professional. More than a third indicated 
their occupation as skilled labor. Tables IV through VIII list the 
detailed breakdowns of these variables. 
Sex 
~1a1e 
Female 
Total 
TABLE IV 
SEX BREAKDOWN OF SAMPLE 
Number 
133 
185 
318 
Per Cent 
4-1.8 
58.2 
100.0 
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TABLE V 
AGE BREAKDOWN OF SM1PLE 
Age Number Per Cent 
-----· 
16-24 68 21.4 
25-44 174 54.7 
45-59 60 18.9 
60 e~ Above 16 5.0 
-----· 
Total 31B 100.0 
TABLE VI 
EDUCATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF S/~MPLE 
-·------·----
Education Number Per Cent 
Grammar School 7 2.2 
High School 116 36.5 
College 155 48.7 
Graduate School 40 12.6 
-----·-
Tota 1 318 100.0 
TABLE VII 
INCOME BREAKDOWN OF SAMPLE 
Income Number 
---------------------------· 
$6,999 & Below 38 
$7,000 - $13' 999 116 
$14,000 - $23,999 113 
$24,000 & Above 51 
Tota1 318 
---·-----------·------
TABLE VIII 
OCCUPATIONAL BREAKDOWN OF SAMPLE 
Occupation Number 
Per Cent 
11.9 
36.5 
35.5 
16.1 
100.0 
Per Cent 
·--· ·------------
Professional 
Ski 11 ed Labor 
159 
112 
Semi and Unskilled Labor 25 
Unemployed 
Total 
21 
318 
50.3 
35.2 
7.9 
6.6 
100.0 
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r~ore i nforma ti on was retrieved from this same body of demographic 
data, through the use of crossbreak analysis. The easiest way to 
ana1yzt.~ data to suppl,Y' re1ations is by cross-partitioning frequencies .. 
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A cross-partition is the juxtaposition of the subsets of the variables 
being examined. When the cross-partition concept is applied to the 
analysis of frequencies to study relations among variables~ the cross-
partitions are called "crossbreaks." This kind of analysis is also 
k . 'l . 4 nown as cont·1 ngency ana ys-1 s. 
Tables IX through XXIII provide the basis of such an analysis and 
enab1ed the author to examine each of the demographic variables in 
juxtaposition to each other. 
In viewing the denominations by sex {Table IX) 'it can be seen that 
there were slightly mor·e women than men in each of the denominations of 
the sample. An exception to this was with the Lutheran portion of the 
sample which had all women in their group. The total number of 
Lutherans in our sample was only 13 which would not be a statisically 
large enough group from which to draw any substantial conclusions 
because of the lack of males in their group. It is obvious that in the 
administering of the questionnaires, that a group of females was chosen 
to respond. 
Denorni nation 
TABLE IX 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY 
DENOMINATION AND SEX 
Sex 
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---------- --------·--·---------·-·----
iVlen 
-----r>er-· 
No. Cent 
Women 
No. 
Per 
Cent 
Total 
-·----Per 
No. Cent 
-·------.. --·----·---------------------------------·--
Baptist 50 15.7 56 17.6 106 33.3 
Church of Christ 24 7.6 26 8.1 50 15.7 
Methodist 21 6.6 24 7.5 45 14-.1 
Pentecostal 28 8.8 40 12.6 68 21.4 
Lutheran 0 0.0 13 4.1 13 4.1 
Episcopa·l 2 .6 10 3.2 12 3.8 
Catholic 2 .6 10 3.2 12 3.8 
Presbyterian 6 1.9 6 1.9 12 3.8 
---- ·----- ----
Total 133 41.8 185 58.2 318 100.0 
--·-·--·------------ ··-------------------------------
As far as age within each denomination was concerned, Table X 
shm<Js 18.6 per·· cent of the total sample were Baptists betvJeen the ages 
of 25 and 44. In the same age grouping, 13.5 per cent of the total 
were Pentecostals. It also can be seen that 14.4 per cent of the 
entire sample were Baptists and Pentecostals between ages 16 and 24. 
With on1y five per' cent of the sample 60 years of age or more, the 
Church of Christ category had 2.2 per cent of the total in this a9e 
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grouping. There were none in this age group from the Pentecostal~ 
Lutheran or Catholic samples. 
TABLE X 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY DENGrrJINATI ON AND AGE 
-----· ----------- ------------
Age 
-~------~~---·--------------
16 - 24 25 - 44 45 - 59 60 & Over Total 
Denomi- Per ··-·-rJer ------rer --·------Per Per-
nation No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
-------· -------------
Baptist 31 9.7 59 18.6 13 4.1 3 .9 106 33.3 
Church of 
Christ 7 2.2 27 8.5 9 2.8 7 2.2 50 15.7 
~1ethodist 8 2.5 23 7.2 13 4.1 1 .3 45 14.1 
Pente·· 
costal 15 4.7 43 13.5 10 3.2 0 0.0 68 21.4 
Lutheran 0 0.0 10 3 ') • L 3 . 9 0 0.0 13 4.1 
Episcopal 1 . 3 0 0.0 7 ? " ,_,{_ 4 1.3 12 3.8 
Cathon c 1 . 3 10 3.2 1 .3 0 0.0 12 3.8 
Pl~esby-
terian r ,) 1.6 2 .6 4 1.3 1 . 3 12 3.8 
---- ----- ------ ·-----
Total 68 21.3 174 54.8 60 18.9 16 15.0 318 100.0 
·-----------·----------------·-----·--------------~---------··-------~·-·---~· 
Only 2.2 per cent (seven respondents) of the total had any less 
than a high school education. There were 40 respondents who had gone 
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to graduate school. This amounted to 12.6 per cent of the sample. 
The largest number of these were in the Church of Christ categor'y (3.5 
per cent), the Baptist classification (2.8 per cent) and Methodist 
denominations (2.5 per cent). Also 1.6 per cent of the total who had 
attended graduate school were Pentecostals and 1.3 per cent were 
Presbyterians. The largest number of college attendees came from the 
Baptist (16.7 per cent), Methodist (11 per cent), and Pentecostals 
(8.7 per cent). Further details of these variables are in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
COMPOSITION OF SA~1PLE BY DENOMINATION 
AND EDUCATION 
-------------------··-------------~·- M·-·--·--·----
Education 
~----·--·-... -----------------···-----------
Grammar High Graduate 
School School College School Tota·l 
Denomi- ----Per- -----rer ·----·r-e-r- ---Per- -----Per ---
nation No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
-~-----------
Baptist 3 .9 41 12.9 53 16.7 9 2.8 106 33.3 
Church of 
Christ 2 .6 23 7.2 14 4.4 11 3.5 50 15.7 
Methodist 0 0.0 2 .6 35 11.0 8 2.5 45 14.1 
Pente-
costa1 2 .7 33 10.4 28 8.7 5 1.6 68 21.4 
Lutheran 0 0.0 6 1.9 6 1.9 1 .3 13 4. 1 
Ep·i s cop a i 0 0.0 2 . 7 9 2.8 1 .3 12 3.8 
Catholic 0 0.0 6 l.9 5 1.6 1 .3 12 3.8 
Presby-
terian 
Total 
0 
7 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
0.0 3 . 9 5 1.6 
2.2 116 36.5 155 48.7 
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4 1.3 12 3.8 
40 12.6 318 100.0 
In Table XII, those with incomes of $24,000 or more amounted to 
16.1 per cent. l~e largest proportion of this was within the Baptist 
(4.1 per cent), Methodist (4.1 per cent), and Pentecostals (3.5 per 
cent). Interestingly enough, two of these same groups also shared the 
lower income group, with 4.7 per cent of the total being Baptists and 
2.5 per cent being Pentecostals. Seventy-two per cent of the sample 
had annual earnings between $7,000 and $23,999. 
Denomi-
nation 
TABLE XII 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY DENOMINATION 
AND INCOf~E 
Income 
-----------------------------------------------------
$ 6,999 & $ 7)000 - $14,000 - $24~000 
Below $13,999 $23~999 & Above Total 
-----per-- Per ---·--rer~ ----Per- ----Per--
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
-~-·---~----.. -·----~~---·---·----.·--·--·--·---·"----·---------~~---
Baptist 15 4.7 4-6 14.5 32 10.0 13 4.1 106 33.3 
Church of 
Christ 5 l.G 24 7.6 18 5.6 3 . 9 50 1507 
60 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Methodist 2 .6 10 3.2 20 6.2 13 4.1 45 14.1 
Pente-
costal 8 2.5 24 7.5 25 7.9 11 3.5 68 21.4 
Lutheran 1 .3 4 1.3 5 1.6 3 .9 13 4. 1 
Episcopal 4 1.3 3 a 4 1.3 1 . 3 12 3.8 . -' 
Catholic 2 .6 2 .6 4 1.3 4 1.3 12 3.8 
Presby--
ter·i an 1 ? 3 .9 5 1.6 3 1.0 12 3.8 • d 
---- ---- ----
Total 38 11.9 116 36.5 113 35.5 51 1.6.1 318 100.0 
-----------~--"-------~~----·~·----------~-----· 
Table XIII indicates a high proportion of the respondents in pro-
fessional occupations (50.3 per cent). Those in skilled labor occupa-
tions accounted for 35.2 per cent of the total sample. The Bapt·ists 
accounted for 17.3 per cent of those in professional occupations and 
11 per cent of those in the skilled labor category. Pentecostals made 
up 8.5 per cent of all the professionals~ 9.1 per cent of the skilled 
labor, and 2.9 per cent of the semi or unskilled labor. Methodists had 
8.5 per cent of the professionals and 3.1 per cent of those in skilled 
labor. These from the Church of Christ grouping accounted for 7.8 
per cent of the professionals, 5.0 per cent of the skilled labor, and 
2.5 per cent of the semi and unskilled labor class. Another 2.5 per 
cent of the skilled labor grouping came from the Lutheran denomination. 
Denomi-
nation 
Baptist 
Church of 
Christ 
Methodist 
Pente-
costal 
Lutheran 
Episcopal 
Catholic 
Presby-
terian 
Total 
TABLE XIII 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY DENOMINATION 
AND OCCUPATION 
Occupation 
--·---~-----
Profes- Semi £, Unem-
sional Skilled Unskilled played 
·-·----rf.: r· ----pey;-- Per-- -----Per 
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
-------~----------------~------------· 
55 17.3 35 11.0 6 1.9 10 3.1 
25 7.8 16 5.0 8 2.5 1 .4 
32 10.1 10 3. 1 1 . 3 2 .6 
27 8.5 29 9.1 9 2.9 3 . 9 
'+ 1.3 8 2.5 0 0.0 1 . 3 ... 
7 2.2 4 1.3 0 0.0 1 . 3 
4 1.2 1-:J 1.6 0 0.0 3 1.0 
6 1.9 5 L6 1 . 3 0 0.0 
~-------
---- --··--
160 50.3 112 35.2 25 7.9 21 6.6 
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-------
Total 
Pt~r 
No. Cent 
.. ---
106 33.3 
50 15.7 
45 14.1 
68 21.4 
13 4.1 
12 3.8 
12 3.8 
12 3.8 
---
318 100.0 
·---·--------------·~--------....--------------·---------·-~---
When viewing the age and sex crossbreak in Table XIV, nothing 
deviated dramatically from the over-all totals. Each age category had 
slightly more women than men .. This v-:as in keeping ltJith the over-all 
breakdown of men and women. 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
Total 
62 
TABLE XIV 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY AGE AND SEX 
Age 
---------------·------------·--------------
16 - 24 
--'"1-,-er 
No. Cent 
25 - 44 
--Per 
No. Cent 
29 9.1 68 21.4 
39 12.3 106 33.3 
68 21.4 174 54.7 
4.5 - ~)9 
--Per 
No. Cent 
29 
31 
9.1 
9.8 
60 18.9 
60 e, Ovel~ 
-----re-r· 
No. Cent 
Total 
---Per··· 
No. Cent 
7 2.2 133 41.3 
9 2.8 185 58.2 
16 5.0 318 100.0 
Table XV deals with age by education. It should be noted that 
24.7 per cent of the entire sample had attended college and were in the 
25-to-44 age group, while another 14.5 per cent of the total were 
college attendees and in the 16-to-24 year old grouping. The majority 
of the high school attendees were in the 25-to-44 age category. This 
same age group accounted for graduate students amounting to 7.6 per 
cent of the total sample. Only seven of all the respondents said they 
had not gone past grammar school. Four of these (1.3 per cent) were 
in the 16-to-24 year o'ld category. 
Educa-
tion 
Grammar 
School 
High 
School 
Col.lege 
Graduate 
School 
Total 
TABLE XV 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY AGE 
AND EDUCATION 
Age 
63 
---·-------
----------·---------·--·--·--- --·---·------
16 - 24 
Per 
No. Cent 
4 1.3 
16 5.0 
46 14.5 
2 .6 
----
68 21.4 
25 - 44 
----Per· 
No. Cent 
0 0.0 
71 22.4 
79 24.7 
24 7.6 
174 54.7 
45 - 59 
·-----re-r 
No. Cent 
2 .6 
22 6.9 
24 7.6 
12 3.8 
-·---
60 18.9 
60 & Over Total 
--··-·-Per Per 
No. Cent No. Cent 
1 . 3 7 2 ') . ,__ 
7 2.2 116 36.5 
6 1.9 155 48.7 
2 .6 40 12.6 
~-·-"--- --~--
16 5.0 318 100.0 
---·------
Table XVI juxtaposes age with income. The largest percentage of 
the total in the lowest earning category (4.7 per cent) were also in 
the youngest age category. The 25-to-44 year old group accounted for 
the largest share of the high earning group with 7.6 per cent of the 
total. The 45-to-59 year old group also accounted for a good portion 
of those in the higher earning class (5.0 per cent of the total). 
-------
16 - 24 
--Per 
Income No. Cent 
TABLE XVI 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY AGE 
AND I NCO~!E 
Age 
25 ·- 44 45 - 59 
Per ---Per· 
No. Cent No. Cent 
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-------·--------
60 & Over· Total 
.... ___ re-r:-
---,ser-
No. Cent No. Cent 
-------- ·---------~--------------------·--·---·-------~-· 
$ 6,000 
& Below 15 4.7 11 3.5 6 1.9 6 1.8 38 11.9 
$ 7,000-
$13,999 25 7.9 64 20.1 21 6.6 6 1.9 116 36.5 
$14,000-
$23~999 20 6.3 75 23.5 17 5.4 1 . 3 113 35.5 J. 
$24,000 
& Above 8 2.5 24 7.6 16 5.0 3 1..0 51 16.1 
---- ---- --- ---- ------
Total 68 21.4 174 54.7 60 18.9 16 5.0 318 100.0 
----- ------
There was 28.9 per cent of all the respondents who were in profes-
sional occupations and from 25-to-44 years old. Those of the same age 
group in skilled labor accounted for 17.3 per cent of all the respon-
dents. Table XVII gives more detail for this age and occupational 
grouping. 
T1~BLE XV l I 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY AGE 
AND OCCUPATION 
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--------- -------------------------------------
Age 
16 - 24 25 - 44 4-5 - 59 60 & Over Total 
Occupa- ·--·-1:;-er Per ---Per ----Per -""f5er·-er 
t.-ion No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
•-----------~---•n-•• ------------- ·--·~---
Profes-
sional · 31 9.7 92 28.9 32 10. 1 5 1.6 160 50.3 
Ski.lled 28 8.8 55 17.3 21 6.6 8 2 c. .J 112 35.2 
Semi & 
Unskilled 6 1.9 11 3 ,. .:J 6 L9 •) L. .6 25 7.9 
Unem-
pl oyed 3 1.0 16 5.0 1 . 3 1 . 3 21 6.6 
--- ---- ---- ---- --
Total 68 21.4 174 54.7 60 18.9 ., r .LO 5.0 318 100.0 
·----·- ----------
Table XVIII shows that more men went to graduate school than women 
in our samp.le (7.5 per cent to 5.1 per cent of the total). However, 
for each of the other educational categories, the women slightly out-
number men. 
Grammar 
School 
----r.>er-
Sex No. Cent 
r~a 1 e 3 .9 
Female 4 1.3 
---
Total 7 2.2 
TABLE XV II I 
cm~POS ITION OF SAMPLE BY SEX 
AND EDUCATION 
Education 
High 
School College 
Per ·------P-e---y:--
No. Cent No. Cent 
------·---
38 12.0 68 21.4 
78 24.5 87 27.3 
--- ---
116 36.5 155 48.7 
Graduate 
School 
-----Per-
No. Cent 
24 7.5 
16 5. 1 
---
40 12.6 
---·~~-------·------~----------------------------
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Total 
Pe_r __ 
No. Cent 
133 41.8 
185 58.2 
----
318 100.0 
·--------
Table XIX illustrates sex and income. However, since respondents 
were asked to indicate their family incomes, sex and income really 
should have had no bearing on one another. 
$ 6,999 & 
Below 
--·Per 
Sex No. Cent 
TABLE XIX 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY SEX 
AND INCm1E 
I nconl€ 
$ 7,000 - $14,000 -
$13,999 $23,999 
----·11er Per 
No. Cent No. Cent 
-----------
$24,000 
& Above Total 
-------Per --- Per--
No. Cent No. Cent 
Male 
Female 
Total 
9 
29 
2.8 
9.1 
TABLE XIX (Continued) 
52 16.4 
64 20.1 
50 15.7 
63 19.8 
38 11.9 116 36.5 113 35.5 
22 
29 
67 
6. 9 133 41.8 
9.2 185 58.2 
51 16.1 318 100.0 
Table XX ind·icates that almost as many women as men were in the 
professional category. However, almost twice as many women as men 
were found in the ski 11 ed 1 abo r category. 
Profes-
s·ional 
Per 
Sex No. Cent 
Male 81 25.5 
Female 79 24.8 
Total 160 50.3 
TABLE XX 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY SEX 
AND OCCUPATION 
Occupation 
Semi & 
Skilled Unski 1led 
---per- Per 
No. Cent No. Cent 
41 12.9 10 3.1 
71 22.3 15 4.8 
---
--
112 35.2 25 7.9 
Unem·· 
ployed Total 
Per Per 
No. Cent No. Cent 
1 . 3 133 41.8 
20 6.3 185 58.2 
---
21 6.6 318 100.0 
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The variables education and income are viewed on Table XXI. This 
table indicates the over--all tendency of those 1-'Jith higher education 
to have higher' incomes. This was not a1ways the case, however. Of the 
total sample, 3.1 per cent had attended high school and were making more 
than $24,000 annually. On the other extreme, 3.2 per cent of the total 
who had gone to graduate school earned between $7,000 and $13,999 a 
year. 
Educa-
tion 
Gr·arnmar 
School 
High 
School 
College 
Graduate 
School 
Total 
TABLE XXI 
CO~iPOS IT ION OF SAr~PLE BY EDUCATION 
AND INC:m~E 
Income 
------------------· 
$ 6,999 & 
Below 
------ve-r-
Na. Cent 
5 1.6 
18 5.7 
14 4.4 
1 . 2 
--
38 11.9 
$ 7,000 -
$13,999 
Per-
Nco Cent 
2 .6 
56 17.6 
48 15.1 
10 3.2 
---
116 36.5 
$14,000 -
$23,999 
-------rei::---
No. Cent 
0 0.0 
32 10.1 
61 19.1 
20 6.3 
-----
113 35.5 
$24,000 
& Above 
-·---Per--
No. Cent 
0 0.0 
10 3.1 
32 10.1 
9 2.9 
-----
51 16.1 
Total 
-·--re·r::---
No. Cent 
----------
7 2. t: 
116 36.5 
155 48.7 
40 12.6 
318 100.0 
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Education and occupation are ort Table XXII. Those in the profes-
sional fields with college accounted for 28.6 per cent of the total, 
while those with graduate school in professional fields accounted for 
12 per cent of the total. Those with college in the skilled labor field 
comprised 15.4 per cent of the total. 
Educa-
tion 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY EDUCATION 
AND OCCUPfHION 
Occupation 
-------- ·-----------~----.. 
Pr·ofes Semi 8 .. Unem-
s·i on a 1 Ski l1 ed Unski 11 ed played 
--------·---
----Per ---- Pe_r_ Per --Per-
No. Cent No .. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
------- -----
Grammar 
School 0 0.0 4 1.3 3 .9 0 0.0 
High 
Schoo·! 31 9.7 57 17.9 17 5.4 11 3.5 
College 91 28.6 49 15.4 5 1.6 10 3.1 
Graduate 
School 38 12.0 2 .6 0 0.0 0 0.0 
·---
,_ _____ 
--- ----
Total 160 50.3 112 35.2 25 7.9 21 6.6 
--------
Total 
Per 
No. Cent 
7 2.2 
116 36.5 
155 48.7 
40 12.6 
----
318 100 .. 0 
Table XXIII is concerned with income and occupation. Those in the 
highest income bracket were also primarily in the professiona-l category. 
There also were a few (1.6 per cent of the total) who were in the high 
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income group and in the skilled labor category. Professionals vrith 
incomes of $14,000 to $23,999 accounted for 20.8 per cent of the entire 
sample. Skilled workers with earnings between $7,000 and $13,999 com-
prised 16.4 per cent of all the respondents. 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE BY INCOME 
AND OCCUPATION 
-----------------· 
Profes-
sional Ski 11 ed 
Occupation 
Semi & 
Unski 1l ed 
Unem-
ployed Total 
---rse-r-
No. Cent 
Per Per ----Per- Per 
Income No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
--------------~-H··-~------·· .. -·~--------· 
$ 6,999 
& Below 6 1.9 19 5.9 9 2.9 4 1.2 38 11.9 
$ 7,000-
$13,999 44 13.8 52 16.4 13 4.1 7 2.2 116 36.5 
$14,000-
$23,999 66 20.8 36 11.3 3 . 9 8 2.5 113 35.5 
$24,000 
& Above 44 13.8 5 1.6 0 0.0 2 . 7 51 16.1 
--·- ---- ---··~---- -----·- ---
Total 160 50.3 112 35.2 25 7.9 21 6.6 318 100.0 
In summary, it is obvious that demographic profile for the paten-
tial target audience for this study represented a much broader listen-
ership than the portrait of the frequent and occasional listener as 
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out1·ined in the Johnstone study. Highlighting the Johnstone study~ it 
is recalled that, in answering the question of who listens to religious 
broadcasts anymore, the conclusion indicated typical listeners to be 
primarily older persons of relatively little education who were pre-
. 5 dominately Bapt1st. 
The target audience sampled in this study also had a substantial 
proportion of Baptists, but also a significant number of Pentecostal, 
Church of Christ, and Methodists. A smaller proportion of Lutheran, 
Episcopalian, Catholic, and Presbyterian respondents also were noted. 
A much higher over-all level of education was realized in the 
study sample. Also, age of the average respondent for this study was 
much younger than that indicated in the Johnstone study. The Johnstone 
study merely indicated who had typica"lly listened to gospel r·adio. The 
results of this study indicates that the profile in the Johnstone study 
did not represent necessarily the typica·l Chr·ist·ian churchgoer. 
Since this profile of the Tu"lsa church-related com111unity has 
indicated the above, there lies a potential for a much greater listen-
ership to gospe·l radio by learning to program for the potential 
listener'ship, rathet' than the few that are already liste:ning. Turning 
now to an analysis of these demographic factors as they relate to funda-
mentalist belief and listenership frequencies, more insight may be 
gleaned into the target audience in Tulsa. 
f UQ_d a_!f_l_§.!l t a _l_"!_~t-B (Lj_~l_~ n d __ .Qem_2_9!~.i~Y-
It already has been seen that the over-all average belief score 
for the respondents on the fundamentalist belief scale was 8.5. On a 
scale from 1-to-9 the over-all average scores of respondents ranged 
from 5.0 to 9.0. High, medium, and low categories were established by 
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splitting this range into thirds. With this standard to categorize 
high, medium, and low fundamentalist beliefs, the results indicate that 
the vast majority of the respondents held quite closely to the basic 
precepts of fundamentalism outlined in Chapter II. Eighty-nine per cent 
of all the respondents exhibited a high fundamentalist belief. There 
were 6.6 per cent who indicated a moderate belief and 4.4 per cent were 
in a category indicating a low level of agreement to the basic precepts 
of fundamentalism. 
In this section, and the next three sections dealing with demo-
graphics and listenership frequencies, the crossbreak tables again will 
be used to determine the nature of the relations between the variables 
and to organize the data in a convenient form to conduct a statistical 
analysis known as a chi square. 6 t~henever there are frequency data to 
be put in the form of a contingency table (crossbreak), the qw?stion of 
whether the variables in the table are related and if so, how highly 
are they related, must be asked. For the data we are now viewing the 
complex chi square and the contingency coefficient (C) will be the non-
parametric probability i ndi C<?S brought to bear on these questions. The 
chi square test will show whether there is a relationship between the 
variables. The contingency coefficient will give an indication of the 
7 degree of the relationship.· 
New terminology will be introduced at this point. In the next 
sections, levels of statistical significance will be given. For 
exarnp1e, two var·iables may be found significantly re·lated at the .05 or 
.01 level. This simply means that the numerical relationships of two 
variables drawn from a sample have happened because of the way those 
two variables J"elate to one another. If a statistical test ·is conducted 
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and found signif·icant at the .05 level, it means that the probability is 
only five per cent or less, that the relationship could be expected to 
occur by chance. Put another way, the .05 level of significance is also 
known as the .95 confidence level. Expressed this way, it means the 
investigator can be 95 per cent certain that the results happened 
because of the way the variables related to one another. 
When dealing with samples, inferences eventually must be made 
concerning the ent·ire population from which the samp-le was drawn. By 
employing probab·ility theory, a firmer base is made on which to make 
inferences concerning a complex body of information. 8 
Regarding fundamentalist belief and denomination, the question must 
be asked whether the differences in the levels of the belief scores, as 
shown on Table XXIV, are greater than vmuld be expected by chance? The 
observed chi square was significant at the .01 level of probability, 
which means that the difference in the belief scores among the various 
denominations was great enough to have occurred by chance less than one 
per cent of the time. Therefore denomination did make a difference in 
one's degree of agreement with the precepts of fundamentalism. The 
coefficient of contingency was .7548, which gave a rough estimate of 
the correlation between belief and denomination. This was a high 
marked relationship indicating that denomination was highly related to 
a respondents fundamentalist belief. 
Denomi-
nation 
TABLE XXIV 
FUNDAMENTALIST BELIEF AND DEN01"1INATION 
Fundamentalist Belief 
High Med·ium Low 
----per-- -----rTE>-r- ------per-
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
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Total 
·-··--Per-
No. Cent 
--· ·------------·---.-··---------·------------
Baptist 
Church of 
Christ 
Methodist 
Pentecostal 
Lutheran 
Episcopal 
Catholic 
Presbyterian 
Total 
104 32.7 
43 13.5 
36 11.3 
66 20.8 
12 3.8 
8 2.6 
9 2.8 
5 1.5 
---
283 89.0 
Chi Square: p < .01; df == 14 
c c.o • 7548 
1 
6 
7 
1 
.l 
0 
2 
1 
3 
21 
'3 1 . 3 106 33.3 
1.9 1 . 3 50 15.7 
2.2 2 . 6 45 14.1 
. 3 1 .3 68 21.4 
0.0 1 .3 13 4.1 
.6 2 .6 12 3.8 
.4 2 .6 12 3.8 
.9 4 1.4 12 3.8 
--·- ---
6.6 14 4.4 318 100.0 
----··--· 
Each of the denom·i nations except Presbyterian group showed a high 
preponderance of high bel·ief scores. The Presbytetian group showed a 
larger proportion of their total in the medium and low score grouping. 
However, because of the 1 ow number of respondents in thei t'. category, no 
solid conclusions can really be made on the basis of these figures. 
The relationship between belief and sex was negligible. The 
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observed chi square could occur by chance more than 10 times in 100. 
Therefore, the sex of the respondent did not account for a difference 
in the personal belief of the respondents. 
The observed chi square between belief and age was seen to occur 
by chance less than five times in 100 as seen ·in Table XXV. A contin-
gency coefficient of .5393 was realized indicating a moderate degree 
of strength in the relationship. Although 89 per cent of the respon-
dents had high belief scores, it should be noted that 6.1 per cent of 
all the respondents were 25-to-44 year olds in the moderate-to-low 
belief categories. Only 11 per cent of the sample had moderate and 
low belief scores. 
TABLE XXV 
FUNDAr~ENTAl.IST BELIEF AND AGE 
·-----------·-----------------·--------·---- ·--
-------·-·· 
16 - 24 25 
--Per 
Belief No. Cent No .. 
- 44 
Per 
Cent 
Age 
45 - 59 
--- Per 
No. Cent 
60 & Over 
------Per 
No. Cent 
Total 
---Per-
No. Cent 
--------------------------···-----· .. -----····--... ---------------------···--·--
High 67 21.1 155 48.7 50 15.7 11 3.5 283 89.0 
Medium 0 0.0 15 4.8 3 0.9 3 0.9 21 6.6 
Low 1 0.3 4 1.3 7 2.2 2 0.6 14 4,4 
---- -·~~-~- --·-- -~--- -·-
Total 68 21.4 174 54.8 60 18.8 16 5.0 318 100.0 
------------------------------·---··---···-··-----·--·------------·-·--
Chi Squar·e: p <.05; df = 6 
c = .5393 
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Belief was high for all levels of education. The observed chi 
square was significant at the .01 level indicating that the difference 
in the belief scores among the different levels of education was great 
enough to have occur·red by chance 1 ess than one per cent of the time. 
The coefficient of contingency was .5635 which demonstrates a moderate 
strength in the relationship between belief and education. Table XXVI 
illustrates the details. 
TABLE XXV I 
FUNDAMENTALIST BELIEF AND EDUCATION 
Belief 
High 
Medium 
LovJ 
Total 
Grammar 
School 
----Per--
No. Cent. 
6 1.9 
1 0.3 
0 0.0 
-··----
7 2.2 
High 
School 
-------Per-
No. Cent 
105 33.0 
7 2.2 
4 1.3 
-~--· 
116 36.5 
Education 
College 
-----Per~--
No. Cent 
139 43.7 
10 3.1 
6 1.9 
----~-----
155 48.7 
-~----~-------~·-·-----
Ctri Squat·e: p < '01; df - 6 
c - .5635 
Graduate 
School Total 
-----Per- ----Per ---
No. Cent No. Cent 
.......... : 
_:\ ,") 10.4 283 89.0 
3 0.9 21 6.6 
4 1.3 14 4.4 
-~---~ ~··----
40 12.6 318 100.0 
There was no relationship between belief and either income or 
occupation. 
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Radio L"istenershin in General and Demographics --·-----·-------L--------·------~-- ." ... ~--
There were negligible relationships found between the frequency 
of listenership to radio in general and all of the demographic factors 
except age. The chi square between radio listenership and age was 
significant at the .05 level. This means that the differences between 
frequency of ·1 istenership to radio and age could occur by chance only 
five times in 100. The contingency coefficient was .3308 indicating a 
small but definite relationship between these variables. More than 
half the respondents indicated a high degree of listenership to radio 
in general. Of the total number of respondents, 29.6 per cent were in 
the 25-to--44 age gr·oup and said they "listened to radio fr'equently. 
That same age category also accounted for· 19.8 per cent of the sample 
that listened to radio with a moderate frequency. Table XXVII 
includes the details of radio listenership and age. 
Listen-· 
ership 
TABLE XXV I I 
FREQUENCY OF R.I\DIO LISTENERSHIP AND A.GE 
-------------·------···-------·-------·-· ---
Age 
·---·---·-------------··-----------·--·------------------------
16 - 24 25 - 44 
--P-er 
-- Per 
No. Cent No. Cent 
45 - 59 
--- Per 
No. Cent 
----Per 
No. Cent 
Total 
Pc~r-· 
No. Cent 
----------·-- ·-------
High 44 13.8 94 29.6 
~1edi um 20 6.3 63 19.8 
30 
22 
9.4 
6.9 
.. 
J 
9 
L 6 173 54.4 
2.8 114 35.8 
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TABLE XXVII (Continued) 
low 4 1.3 17 5.3 8 2 0.7 31 9.8 
Tota·l 68 21.4 174 54.7 60 18.8 16 5.1 318 100.0 
Chi Square: p < .01; df = 6 
c = .3308 
The re·lationship between radio listenership and denomination was 
negl·igib1e. The observed chi squat'e could occur by chance more than 
five times in 100, although 54.6 per cent of all the respondents in all 
the denominations indicated a high degree of radio listenership. Only 
9.7 per cent of the total noted a low frequency of listenership to 
radio, with Baptists comprising 3.~ per cent of the total and Pente-
costals 2.5 per cent. This was disproportionate to the larger number 
of respondents each of these two groups had in the sample howeve1~. 
The differences in the variables of sex and radio listenership 
were not great enough to be predictable. It is noted, however, that 7.9 
per cent of the total sample with low listenership scores were women 
compared to only 1.9 per cent men. 
Education did not have a significant relationship to radio lis-
tenership, although it could be noted that the high school grouping 
represented 32.6 per cent of all those who indicated high or moderate 
listenership and the col.lege category compr·ised 44.3 per cent of the 
total for these same listenership levels. 
Listenership to radio in general and income were not 0elated to 
any predictable degree. Of all the respondents, 72 per cent were in 
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the $7,000 to $23,999 income. The respondents from this income group 
made up 65.6 per cent of all the 'listeners ·ind·icating high and moderate 
degrees of listenership. 
Occupation was not related significantly to general radio listen-
ership. The professionals and skilled labor categories from this 
represented 76.8 per cent of all the listeners indicating high and 
moderate degrees of listenership. 
Denomination, age, and income were all related to the frequency 
of 'listenership to gospel radio. Gospel radio listenership and denomi-
nation were significant at the .01 level. The coefficient of contin-
gency showed a moderate but substantial relationship of .5469. Only 
25.4 per cent of the entire sample indicated a high degree of listener-
ship to gospel radio. A total of 36.2 per cent expressed a low degree 
of listenership and 37.4 per cent said they were moderate listeners to 
gospel radio. 
Denomi-
nation 
Baptist 
TABLE XXVIII 
GOSPEL RADIO LISTENERSHIP AND DENOMINATION 
High 
--·--re-r-
No. Cent 
39 12.2 
Fundamentalist Belief 
tvled i urn 
·----·-rer-· 
No. Cent 
37 11.6 
Low 
-----Per-· 
No. Cent 
30 9.5 
Total 
Per 
No. Cent 
106 33.3 
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TABLE XXV II I (Continued) 
Church 
of Christ 12 3.8 24 7.5 14 4.4 50 15. 7 
~·lethodist 5 1.6 17 5"3 23 7.2 45 14.1 
Pentecostal 26 8.2 26 8.3 16 5.0 68 21.5 
Lutheran 2 0.6 " 0.9 8 2.5 13 4.0 j 
Episcopal 0 0.0 7 2.2 5 1.6 12 3.8 
Catho 1 'i c 0 0.0 1 0.3 11 3.5 12 3. 8 
Presbyterian 0 0.0 4 1..3 8 2 c . :) 12 3.8 
---- ----· ---- -----
Total 84 25.4 119 37.4 115 36.2 318 100.0 
----------·--- --·-----------------~---
Chi Square: p <. 01; df = 14 
C= . 5469 
Within the denominations, none of the Episcopalians, Catholics~ 
and Presbyterians indicated a high ·!eve·l of gospel l~adio listenership. 
Of these gt·oups, almost an the Catholic respondents indicated a low 
level of 1istenership and twice as many Pl-esbyterians indicated a low· 
level of listenership, as did Presbyterians who indicated a moderate 
level of listenership. 
On the other hand, almost twice as many Episcopalians indicated a 
moderate degree of listenership compared to a low level. Only .6 per 
cent of the total sample indicating high gospel listenership habits 
were Lutheran. However, almost b·ri ce that number were Lutherans with 
moderate listenership habits and over twice the moderate level repre-
sented the number of Lutherans who listen infrequently to gospel radio. 
Methodist listening frequency to gospel rad·io comprised only 1.6 
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per cent of the total sample. Moderate gospel radio listening habits 
among the Methodists comprised 5.3 r·er cent of the sample and 7.2 per 
cent of all the respondents were Methodists with low degrees of listen-
ership to gospel radio. 
Church of Christ respondents h&d almost an equal proportion with 
high degrees of listenership as they had low levels. Both the Baptist 
and Pentecostal groups comprised the largest share of the high and 
moderate levels of listenership. They also had s·ignificant portions of 
the total number of infrequent listeners to gospel radio. 
The observed chi square for gospel radio listenership and age was 
significant at the .05 level with a small but definite relationship 
indicated by the contingency coefficient of .3338. High levels of lis-
tenership were noted among the 25-to-44 year old grouping with 17.3 
per cent of the total sample. 
All the age groups had strong nJmbers of their respective totals 
with moderate listening habits. The youngest age group had five times 
as many lm~ frequency listeners as ti1ey had high frequency l·isteners. 
The 25-to--1.1-4 year old group had an almost equal number in each of the 
listenership frequency levels. 
The 45-to-59 year olds had almost the same number, indicating high 
levels of gospel radio listening frequency as they had low levels. The 
60-and-over age group also had a1most as many frequent listeners as they 
had infrequent listeners. Table XXIX illustrates the details. 
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TABLE XXIX 
GOSPEL RADIO LISTENERSHIP AND AGE 
Listen-
ership 
High 
t·1edi um 
Low 
Tota·l 
16 - 24 
----Per-
No. Cent 
7 2.2 
26 8.2 
35 11.0 
68 21.4 
25 - 44 
----P-er 
No. Cent 
55 17.3 
61 19.2 
58 18.2 
----
174 54.7 
Age 
45 - 59 
----lJer-
No. Cent 
19 6.0 
23 7.2 
18 5.7 
-----
60 18.9 
60 & Over Total 
----- Per;-· ---Per---
No. Cent No. Cent 
3 
9 
4 
16 
.9 84 26.4 
2.8 119 37.9 
1. 3 115 36.2 
5.0 318 100.0 
----------------------~----·------------------·--·--
Chi Square: p <.05; df == 6 
c = .3338 
The relation between income and gospel radio listenership 
frequency was not significant. \·Jith the significance of the observed 
chi square above the .05 level, it can be seen that the difference in 
the listenership scores among the age categories was not enough to 
have occurred by chance less than f·ive times in 100. 
Gospel radio listenership and sex was not significant. It was 
noted that women incorporated both the heaviest proportion of moderate 
and infrequent listeners with 22.3 per cent and 21.4 per cent 
respectively. Men in the moderate and infrequent listening categories 
were 15.1 per cent and 14.8 per cent of the total samp"le. respectively. 
The differences between education and gospel listenership were 
not great enough to be predictable of the respondents, it was seen that 
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the 1 is teners in the infrequent category with co 11 ege backgrounds com-
prised the largest portion of this breakdown of our sample with 21.1 
per cent. Co1lege people ·in the moderate category represented 18.3 
per cent, while those in the frequent listening group made up 9.4 per 
cent of the whole. Respondents with educational backgrounds as far as 
high school represented 12.3 per cent of the entire sample within the 
frequent listener category. They also comprised 13.8 pf::!r~ cent of the 
moderate listeners. Most of those ·in the grammar school category 11ere 
in the high listenership category. Those who had gone on to graduate 
school comprised 3.1 per cent, five per cent, and 4.4 per cent of the 
total number of respondents in the frequent, moderate, and infrequent 
listening categories respectively. 
The factor of occupation was not significantly related to gospel 
radio listening frequency. Almost the same proportion of professionals 
as skilled labor indicated frequent gospel radio listening habits (11.9 
per cent and 11.6 per cent). Professionals who were moderate listeners 
comprised 18.3 per cent of the total sample while skilled labor in that 
same category amounted to 11.3 per cent of the whole. Professionals 
who were infrequent listeners represented 20.1 per cent of the total 
compared to 12.3 per cent for the skilled labor class. Semi, unskilled, 
and unemployed had about the same number of frequent listeners as they 
had infrequent listeners with larger numbers being moderate listeners . 
. \ii 11 i ngne~s _!_Q __ i::_i_~_ter!_tO r1orE:_ 
Go~L_Radj_9_~nd __ Q~mogr_i~J2hi cs 
Denomination, age. and income all were related to a willingness to 
listen to more gospel radio if the programming was more suited to the 
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listener 1 S individual tastes. Variation between the different denomina-
tions and their willingness to listen to more gospel radio was great 
enough to have occurred by chance less than one per cent of the time. 
The contingency coeff·icient of .6069 ·indicated a moderate, substant·ial 
relationship. Over-all there was a high degree of willingness to listen 
to more gospe·l radio if the programming was improved. A total of 57.7 
per cent of the sample indicated a high level of willingness to listen 
to more and 32.8 per cent indicated a moderate willingness, as shown in 
Table XXX. 
Denomi-
nation 
TABLE XXX 
WILLINGNESS TO INCREASE GOSPEL LISTENERSHIP 
J\ND DENmHNATION 
Fundamentalist Belief 
--------------·--
High ~1edi urn Low 
-·---p-er-· ·---·--re·r- ---·re-r-
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent 
Total 
------pe-r--
No. Cent 
--------------·---------··-~·---------·-.,-------·-
Baptist 71 22.3 30 9.4 5 1.6 106 33.3 
Church of 
Chd st. 33 10.4 13 4.1 4 1 ·? .J.. .. t- 50 15.7 
Methodist 15 4.7 27 8.5 3 0.9 45 14.1 
Pentecostal 52 16.3 14 4.4 2 0.6 68 21.3 
Lutheran 7 2.2 5 1.6 1 0.4 13 4.2 
Episcopal ') L 0.6 7 2.3 3 0.9 12 3.B 
Catholic 0 0.0 3 0.9 9 2.9 12 3.8 
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TABLE XXX (Cont·inued) 
Presbyterian 4 l. 2 5 1.6 3 1.0 12 3.8 
Total 184 57.7 
Chi Square: p < .05; df ·- 14 
c = .6068 
104- 32.8 30 9.5 318 100.0 
Only 9.5 per cent of the total expressed a low level or unwilling-
ness to listen to more gospel radio than they already did. High levels 
of willingness were noted among the Baptist, Pentecostal, Church of 
Christ, and Methodist groupings, with 22.3 per cent, 16.3 per cent, and 
4.7 per cent respectively. 
All the denominations had respondents who expressed moderate 
willingness to listen to more gospel radio. The only group who 
indicated a basicany low level of willingness to listen to more gospel 
radio were the Catholics. 
The observed chi square for age and the willingness to listen to 
more gospel radio was significant at the .01 level. The contingency 
coefficient of .3620 demonstrated a small but definite relationship 
between these var·iables. With the largest number of respondents being 
in the 25-to-44 age bracket~ it followed they also had the highest 
number of respondents show·in9 a high willingness to listen to more 
gospel radio (32.8 per cent). This same age group also noted 16.6 
per cent of the total who were moderately willing to change their lis-
tening habits, as shown in Table XXXI. 
Listen-
ership 
TABLE XXXI 
WILLINGNESS TO INCREASE GOSPEL 
LISTENERSHIP AND AGE 
Age 
--------
16 - 24 25 - 44 
---Per ------rer· 
No. Cent No. Cent 
45 - 59 
·---Per 
No. Cent 
60 & Over 
---Per 
No. Cent 
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Total 
Per 
No. Cent 
-----------·---·--- ----------------------------
High 43 13.5 104 
~1edi urn 19 6.0 53 
Low 6 1.9 17 
·---
Total 68 21.4 174 
Chi Square : p < . 01 ; d f = 6 
c = .3620 
32.8 
16.6 
5.3 
------
54.7 
31 9.7 6 1.9 184 57 .. 9 
27 8.5 5 1.6 104 32.7 
2 0.6 5 1.6 30 9.4 
~------- -~-
__ ......._.._._ 
60 19.8 16 5.1 318 100.0 
The 16-to-24 age group also indicate a good proportion of their 
number were highly willing to listen to more gospel radio. The 
majority of the 45-to-59 year o1ds were just about split between those 
who said they were highly willing to change and those who were 
moderately willing. The 60-and-over age group was just about evenly 
split between an thY"ee levels of willingness to listen to more gospel 
radio. 
Table XXXII sh.ows that income was related to a willingness of the 
respondents to increase their gospel radio listenership. The observed 
ch-i square was ·likely to happen by chance less than one per cent of the 
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time. The contingency coefficient of .3396 demonstrates a small but 
definite relationship between these variables. 
$ 6,999 & 
Below 
TABLE XXXII 
WILLINGNESS TO INCREASE GOSPEL 
LISTENERSHIP AND INCOME 
Income 
---------
$ 7,000-
$13,999 
$14,000 -
$23,999 
$24,000 
& Above 
----·---·-
Total 
Listen-
ership 
·----·-per-· 
No. Cent 
------Per--
No. Cent 
~----P~r--­
No. Cent No. 
rer 
Cent 
-·-- rer--
No. Cent 
High 22 6.9 
Med·i um 10 3.1 
Low 6 1.9 
---·-~-
Total 38 11.9 
80 25.2 
28 8.8 
8 2.5 
62 19.5 
45 14.2 
6 1. 9 
116 36.5 113 35.6 
20 6.3 184 37.9 
21 6. 6 104 32.7 
10 3.1 30 9 ,ll 
51 16.0 318 100.0 
----·----------------------------·---------------------------
C h i Sq u a re : p < . 0 1 ; d f = 6 
c == • 3396 
The income group showing the largest number of respondents who were 
rdgh1y willing to change vJas those in the $7,000 to $13,999 category. 
Those in the $14,000 to $23,999 category a·lso shovJed a large proportion 
of the total sample with a high willingness to listen to more gospel 
radio. This same income bracket showed a sizable number who were mod-
erately willing to listen to more gospel radio. 
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Those in the $24,000-and-above income group showed about an equal 
amount that said they were highly willing to listen to more as were 
moderately willing to listen to more. Th·is income bracket had a total 
of 16.1 per cent of the sample. 
The observed chi square for sex and the willingness to increase 
the listenership of gospel radio was not significant. The sample did 
indicate, hmrJever·, that proportionately men showed a little more will-
ingness to listen to more gospel radio than did women. 
Education and the willingness to listen to more gospel radio were 
not significantly re·lated. Contrary to the figures ind·icating actual 
listenership to gospel radio, respondents with college backgrounds 
expressed more of a high wi"llingness to listen more frequent"ly than did 
any of the other educational categories. VJ"ith 26.4 per cent of the 
sample with college backgrounds indicating a high willingness to listen 
more> and 17.3 per cent a moderate willingness to listen more, this 
group had only five per cent of the total who demonstrated a low or 
unwillingness to listen to more gospel radio. 
About half of all those who had gone to graduate school indicated 
a high willingness to listen more to gospel radio. 
Almost one-quarter of the sample indicating a high willingness to 
tune in more gospel radio were those with high school backgrounds. 
Those with grammar school as their highest level of formal educa-
tion were almost equally split between those that v~ere highly willin9 
and those that were moderately willing to listen more frequently to 
gospel radio. 
There was no significant relationship between occupation and the 
willingness to listen more frequently to gospel radio. The sample did 
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indicate, however, that 27.7 per cent of the total were professionals 
who were highly willing to listen more. Only 17.9 per cent of the 
total were professionals moderately willing to increase their listen-
ership. Those in skilled labor jobs who were highly willing to tune in 
more gospel programs made up 22.6 per cent of the total and 9.5 per 
cent of the total vJere those in the skilled labor category expressing a 
moderate willingness to listen to gospel more. 
fundamentalist Belief and Listen~_!_"srl..:!.£_£!_~quencies 
This section explores the relationships between all possible com-
binations of listenership frequencies and fundamentalist belief. In 
order to do this, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 
was employed. 
Though we can often get a rough idea of the direction and 
degree of a re1ation by inspection of "iists of ordered pairs, 
such a method is imprecise. Social. scientists commonly 
calculate indices of relation, usually called coefficients of 
correlation. between sets of ordered pairs in order to obtain 
more precise estimates of the direction and degree of rela-
tions~ Pr·oduct·-moment and related coefficients of correla-
tion, then, are based on the concomitant variation of the 
members of sets of ordered pairs. If they covary, vary 
together-high values with high values, medium values with 
medium values, and low values with low values, or high values 
with low values, and so on-it is said that there is a posi-
tive or negative relation as the case may be. If they do not 
covary, it is said there is "non relation. The most useful 
such indices range from +1.00 through 0 to -1.00, +1.00 
indicating a perfect positive relation, -1.00 a perfect 
negative relation, and 0 no discernible relation, or zero 
relation. Coefficients of correlation are rarely 1.00 Qr 0 
or -1.00. They ordinarily take on intermediate values.9 
A positive but almost negli9ible relationship existed between 
fundamentalist belief and the frequency of listenership to radio in 
general. Even though the relation is significant at the .05 level, the 
correlation coefficient (r) of .1285 is considered low and borderline. 
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Such a correlation would not be a sound basis on which to make any 
• ~ • j,. • bl 10 1nrerences concern1ng t11ese var1a es. 
Fundamentalist belief was related significantly at the .01 level 
with listenership to gospel radio. With an r of .2815, there was a 
small but definite relationship. 
With a correlation coefficient or r of .3437, a definite positive 
relationship between willingness to listen to more gospel radio and 
fundamentalist belief can be seen. This relationship in the sample of 
318 respondents wou1d occur through random fluctuations less than one 
per cent of the time. 
A s·ignif·icant but almost negligibie relationship existed between 
listenership to radio in general and gospel radio listenership. 
Although these variables were significant at the .01 level, the 
strength of the relation indicated by the Pearson r was low at .1756. 
The relationship between radio listenership and the willingness 
to listen to more gospel radio was not significant. The correlation 
of .0715 was almost negligible. 
There existed a model~ate, substantial relationship between listen--
ership to gospel radio and willingness to listen to more gospel radio. 
Significant at the .01 level, the Pearson r demonstrated a good relation 
between these variab-les at .5895. 
In summary) the str·ongest r·elationship was seen to exist between 
gospel radio listenership and the willingness to listen to more gospel 
radio. Both the gospel listenership and the willingness to listen to 
more gospel radio were related to fundamentalist belief. The var·iable 
of general radio listenership was correlated with the variable of 
gospel radio listenership, although it was weak. Finally the 
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listenership to radio in general was also correlated to fundamentalist 
belief, although this also was a weak relationship. 
~nd L i steQ_E£_rshj_Q_£_r:~~ef!ci es. 
WHh the 15 gaspe 1 progt·am types as independent vari ab 1 es, this 
next section will take a look first at how they relate to fundamental-
ist belief, then to radio listenership in general, to gospel radio 
listenership, and finally to the willingness to listen to more gospel 
rad·io. By utilizing a form of stat·istica! analysis known as a multip1e 
regression, it win be seen which of the gospel program typologies are 
significantly related to each of the principal measures (fundamentalist 
belief and listenership frequencies). 
Multiple regression analysis, properly conceived and used, 
can accomplish what analysis of variance does-and more. 
Indeed, the multiple regression analysis is the more gen-
eral and powerful method, a method that can be used with a 
wide range and variety of research pr'oblems. 
Nultiple regression analysis is a method for studying the 
effects and the magnitudes of the effects of more than 
one independent variable on one dependent yariable using 
principles of correlation and regression.l 
It will be recalled from the last chapter that multiple regression 
analyzes the collective and separate contributions of two or more vari-
bl t +h . f d j t 0 bl 12 a es o "' e vanance o· a epencen · van a e. It determines which 
independent variables are significant, and because of the joint inter-
actions with each other, "fit the model" for predictive purposes. 13 
For the purposes of this study, the regression analysis is used to 
identify or see which of the independent variables are significantly 
related as clusters of groups with each of the dependent variables 
(fundamentalist belief and listenership frequencies). Specifically, 
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then, we will see which program types c 1 us ter together for each of the 
dependent variables. By so do·ing, it will be seen which gospel pro-
grams actually are related and make a difference for each dependent 
var-iable. Armed with th·is information, nonsignificant progl~ams which 
could be a cause of low listenership frequencies could be eliminated 
from schedules, and programs found highly significant could be added to 
increase listenership. 
The major index of analysis for the multiple regression is called 
the multiple correlation coefficient orR. It is an index of the mag-
nitude of the relation between on the one hand, a least squares compos-
ite of the independent variables, and, on the other hand, the dependent 
variable. 
The theory of multiple regression seems to be especially 
elegant when we consider the multiple correlation coeffi-
cient. It is one of the links that bind together the 
various aspe~ts of multiple regression and analysis of 
variance. R·, analogous to r2 indicates that portion of 
the variance of the dependent variable due to the inde-
pendent variables in concert. R, unlike r, varies only 
from 0 to 1.00; it does not have negative values. In sum 
R2 is an estimate of the proportion of the variance of the 
dependent variable accounted for by the independent vari-
ables. R, the multiple correlation coefficient, is the 
product-moment correlation between the dependent variable 
and another variable produced by a least-squares combina-
tion of the independent variables. R2 is seen to be that 
part of the sum of squares of the dependent variables 
associated with the regression of the dependent variable 
on the independent variables. As with all proportions, 
multiply-ing it by 100 conw~rts it to a percentage .14 
As with all other forms of statistical analysis, the question has to be 
asked whether R2 or the multiple correlation coefficient is signifi-
cant or has it occurred by chance expectation. F tests were therefore 
used to test for statistical significance. 15 
The relationship between the program preferences and fundamental-
ist belief first will be discussed. The gospel programs deemed 
significant with fundamentalist belief as the dependent variable are 
listed in Table XXXIII. 
TABLE XXXII I 
AMOUNT OF FUNDAMENTALIST BELIEF VARIATION 
EXPLAINED BY VARIOUS GOSPEL 
PROGRA~1 COMBINATIONS 
·----------------·-----------------------------·------
.1\mount of Types of Programs 
Exp 1 a i ned ,.., 
Variance (Ir-::) 
.0523 
.0698 
.0856 
.0996 
.1371 
.1484 
.1537 
.1434 
Evang 
Country- Evang 
Country-Rock-Evang 
Country-Rock-Evang-lntervw 
Country-Rock-Evang-Intervw-Discuss 
Country-Rock- Hymns- Evang- Inter·vw-Di s cuss 
Country-Rock- Hymns- Evang-Worshi p- Intervvt-Di scuss 
Country-Rock--Hymns- Evang- Intervw-Di scuss 
The variables in the above model have all been deemed signifi-
cant at the .05 significance level. 
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With fundamentalist belief as the dependent variable, evangelism 
is seen in the above model as the "best" one-variable model found by 
the maximum R-square improvement procedure (multiple regression). 
Country music and evangelism comprised the best two-variable model, 
country gospel music9 gospel rock~ and evangelism comprised the best 
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three-variable model and so on. In determining the strength of each 
of these variables, it can be seen from the multiple correlation coef-
ficients (R) that models or group of variables, when using fundamen-
talist belief as the criterion have a definite but small relation to 
the dependent variable of belief. R for the single variable model was 
.2287 and .3920 for the seven-variable cluster. 
The significant program preferences that evolve, with general radio 
listenership being the dependent variable, are included in Table XXXIV. 
TABLE XXXIV 
rCl.MOUNT OF GENERAL RADIO LISTENERSHIP VARIATION 
EXPLAINED BY VARIOUS GOSPEL 
PROGRA.M COMBINATIONS 
--------·---~-----·-----~---·--------
Amount of Types of Programs 
Explained 2 
Variance (R ) 
.0454 
.0551 
.0729 
.0917 
.0965 
.0917 
Rock 
Rock-Document 
Rock-Intervw-Document 
Rock-Intervw-Living-Document 
Rock·- Intervw- L i vi ng-Va ri ety-Oocument 
Rock-Intervw-Living-Document 
---~~---------
The variables in the above model were not deemed significant 
at the .05 significance level. 
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The optimum grouping or cluster of variables seen by the R-square 
procedure, using radio listenership frequency as the dependent variable 
would be a five-variable grouping which would include rock, interview 
shows, practi ca 1 l i vh1g s hov.JS, va1hi ety shows, and documentaries. How-
ever, the above cluster of pro9rams were able to occur by chance more 
than five times in 100. 
The relationship between programs preferred and gospel radio lis-
tening frequency are shown in Table XXXV. 
TABLE XXXV 
AMOUNT OF GOSPEL RADIO LISTENERSHIP VARIATION 
EXPLAINED BY VARIOUS GOSPEL 
PROGRAM COMBINATIONS 
-------·-------------·-------------------------·-----------·---·-----
Amount of Types of Programs 
Expla·ined 2 
Variance (R ) 
.1923 Evang 
.2655 Country-Evang 
.2903 Country-Evang-Variety 
. 3001 Country- Sou ·1- Evang- \Ia ri ety 
.3086 Country-Sou1-Evang-Discuss-Variety 
.3188 Country- Sou 1- Evang- I ntervv1-Di scuss -IJ a ri ety 
• 3268 Country-Sou1-Bib1e-Evang-Intervw-Discuss-Variety 
.3321 Country-MOR-Sou 1-Bible- Evang·- Intervw·-Di scuss -Variety 
. 3268 Country-Soul-Bibl e-Evang- IntE:rV'f!-Di scuss-Va r'i ety 
The variables in the above model have all been deemed signifi-
cant at the .05 significance level. 
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The multiple correlation coefficients for all the significant 
clusters of variables related to gospel radio listenership frequency 
are moderate, substantial rel ati onshi ps. They ranged from . 4386 for 
the single variable model to .5763 for the eight-variable model. 
Evangelism was the type program considered the "best" one-var·iable 
mode1 found by the max·imum R-square improvement procedure. Country 
and Evangelism was the best two-variable model. The progression can be 
seen until the "best" eight--variable model includes all the variables 
related to gospel listenership that are deemed significant. Such a 
model would include country gospel, easy listening or middle··of-the-
road gospel~ soul gospel, Bible teaching shows, evangelism shows, 
religious interview shows, religious discussion shows, and religious 
variety shows. 
The last analysis to be looked at will be the regression analysis 
for the dependent variable of willingness to listen to more gospel 
radio and the independent variables of program preference. This can be 
seen in Table XXXVI. 
TABLE XXXVI 
Af~OUNT OF WILLINGNESS TO LISTEN TO MORE GOSPEL 
RADIO VARIATION EXPLAINED BY VARIOUS 
GOSPEL PROGRAM COMBINATIONS 
-------· 
Amount of Types of Programs 
Explained 2 
Variance (R ) 
.1777 Evang 
.2451 Evang- Variety 
.2887 
. 3061 
.3189 
.3237 
.3189 
T/l.BLE XXXVI (Continued) 
f·10R -Eva ng- Variety 
t·'IOR-Bi bl e- Evang·-Variety 
MOR-Bible-Evang-Worship-Variety 
MOR-Hymns-·Bi b l e- Evang-Worshi p-Va ri ety 
MOR-Bible-Evang-Worship-Variety 
-------·------------------·---
The variables in the above model have all been deemed signifi-
cant at the .01 significance level. 
With a high level of significance at the .01 level, we see that 
these re1ationships were likely to happen by chance less than one per 
cent of the time. The correlations ranged from .4215 for the single 
variable model to .5689 fo;~ the six-variable model. This shows a 
substantial. moderate strength for each of the clusters of variables. 
Evangelism was the 11 best 11 one-variable model while evangelism and 
religious variety shoi'JS comprised the "best" two-variab-le model. 
~1iddle-of-the-road gospel music was added to these hom to form the 
'
1best" three-variable model. The four-variable model included middle-
of-the-road gospel music, Bible teaching programs, evangelism shows, 
and variety shov . 'S. Worship service programs were added to make the 
five-variable model. The best six-variable model for the dependent 
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variable of willingness to listen to more gospel radio included middle-
of-the-road gospel music, hymns or old favorites in the gospel music 
line, Bible teaching programs, evangelism shows, worship service pro-
grams, and religious variety shows. 
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Summary of Si gnift cant Fi.nd·i ngs 
Complex chi square tests between fundamentalist belief and demo-
graphic factors showed there to be significant relationsh-ips between 
belief and denomination, belief and age, and belief and education. 
Over·-all fundamentalist belief was very high within each of the levels 
of these demographic categories. 
The only demographic factor found to be related significantly to 
general radio listenership was age. Over half of all the respondents 
of a 11 ages indicated a high degree of 1 i stenershi p to an types of 
radio progra.ms" 
There were two different demograprl"i c factors that showed a si gni fi-
cant relationship with the frequency of listenership to gospel radio. 
They vJere denomination and age. On1y 25.4 per cent of the entire sample 
indicated a high listenership to gospel radio, although 37.4 per cent 
indicated a moderate degree of gospel radio listenership. The denomina-
tions representing those with high levels of listenership were the 
Baptists, Pentecostals, and Church of Christ respondents. Moderate 
listening tendencies were noted among all the denominations with the 
exception of the Catholics. Each of the denominations also had sizable 
portions of low frequency and non-listeners to gospel radio. As far as 
the age groups were concerned, all age groups share in the moderate 
·listening category. The 25-to--44 year old group had the largest share 
of high level listeners. The 45-to-59 year old group had almost the 
same numbel" of high degree 1 i steners as they had ·1 ow fr·equency 
listeners. 
Chi squares were also computed for demographics and the willing-
ness to listen to more gospel radio if the programs offered were more 
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closely aligned to the tastes of the individual listener. The same 
demographic factors that were significant for the frequency of listen-
ership to gospel radio were also significant for the willingness to 
listen to more gospel radio. A total of 57.7 per cent of the entire 
sample indicate a high level of willingness to listen to more gospel 
radio, and 32.8 per cent indicated a moderate willingness to listen to 
more gospel radio than they now did. The only group who as a whole 
indicated a basically low level of willingness to listen to more gospel 
were the Catholics. As far as age was concerned, the age group with 
the largest number of respondents (25-to-44 year olds) also represented 
the largest share of the total sample who were willing to listen to more 
gospel than they now did. The youngest group also showed a good portion 
of their number were highly willing to tune in more gospel radio. The 
major'ity of the 45-to-59 year ol ds were just about evenly split betvveen 
those that were high-ly willing and those that were moderately will-ing" 
Those in the 60-and-over age bracket were just about evenly split 
between the high, medium, and low categories of willingness to listen 
to more gospel radio. With regard to income categories, those within 
the $7,000 to $13,999 showed the greatest percentage of all the respon-
dents who were highly willing to listen to more. Those in the $14,000 
to $23,999 also had a sizable portion of the total number of respon-
dents highly willing to change. The $24,000-and-over group had over 
16 per cent of the total and were almost equally split between those 
that were highly willing and those that were moderately willing to 
listen to more gospel programs. 
Correlations between fundamentalist belief and the different 
listenership frequencies demonstrated the existence and strength of 
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relationships between various combinations of these variables. A sig-
nificant but low, borderline relationsh-ip was noted between belief and 
general radio l-istenership. The relationship between belief and gospel 
radio listenership was a definite one although small. A definite 
relationship existed between belief and the willingness to listen to 
more gospel radio. A significant but almost negligible relationship 
existed between general radio listenership and gospel radio listener-
ship. The strongest relationship existed between gospel radio listen-
ership and the willingness to listen to more gospel radio. This 
relation was a moderate, substantial one. 
Multiple regression analyses were computed using 15 gospel program 
preferences as independent variables, and fundamentalist belief and the 
listenership variables as dependent variables. Using fundamenta-list 
belief as the dependent vadable the eight program types seen to be sig-
nificantly correlated were country gospel, gospel rock, hymns, evange-
lism programs, worship service shows, interview shows, and religious 
discussion programs. The relations were definite but smal1, however. 
The pro~1tam types that were related to general radio listenership 
were gospel rock, interviews, practical living shows, religious 
variety shows, and religious documentaries. These relationships vJere 
not significant~ however. 
The programs correlated with existing gospel radio listenership 
were significant and showed moderate, substantial relationships. They 
were country gospel, rniddle-of-the-r·oad or easy listening gosp<~l, soul, 
Bible teaching programs, evangelism shows, interview programs, reli-
g·i ous di scuss·i ons, and variety shows. 
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Demonstrating the highest level of significance and relationships 
that were seen as substantial, the program preferences correlated to 
the willingness to listen to more gospel radio were middle-of-the-road 
gospel music, hymns, Bible teaching shows, evangelism programs, 
worship services, and religious variety shows. 
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CHAPTER V 
SU~1MARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOr1~1END;HIONS 
Summai~y and Conclus·ions 
This study has endeavored to examine and describe, by way of demo-
graphic background, fundamentalist belief, and radio listening habits 
and tendencies, those persons within the religious community of Tulsa 
who might represent a potential listening audience for a full-time 
gospel radio station. The identification of certain groups of gospel 
program typolog·ies was sought as they related to the target audience•s 
funda.mentalist beliefs, existing gospel and non-gospel radio listening 
habits, and the willingness to increase their listenership to gospel 
radio. Essentially this study attempted to establish whether gospel 
radio can appeal to wider diversity of interests than that represented 
by the existing listenership. 
Probabi1ity estimates, which ·included frequency analyses, complex 
chi square tests, product-moment correlations, and multiple regression 
analyses, were computed from the data gathered in the survey. The 
statistically significant findings from these tests served as the 
basis for conclusions drawn relative to the answers to these research 
ques t·i ons. 
The results of this study indicated that gospe"l rad·io has the 
potential to serve a much wider listenership than that currently 
ex·isting within the church-related conm1unHy of Tulsa. A compos'ite 
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portrait of a typi ca 1 Tulsa chur·ch-ori en ted person would be represented 
by persons of both sexes, prirnari ly bet~veen the ages of 25 and 59. 
Education levels most represented would show a preponderance of high 
school and college backgrounds. The majority of annual incomes fall 
between the $7,000 and $23,999 brackets. Occupations primariiy would 
be in the professional and skilled labor fields. Baptist, Pentecostal, 
Church of Christ, and Methodist would be the denominations comprising 
the majority of the Tulsa church community. Within these groups, the 
level of agreement among individuals to the basic precepts of funda-
mentalism would be vet'Y high. 
The results indicated a high level of listenership to radio in 
genera1 by Tulsa's church-oriented community. Hov<~ever. the listenership 
to gospel radio by this group was markedly less. On the other hand, 
there was a definite willingness to listen to more gospel radio by this 
same group. 
The demographic factors found to be statistically significant 
within this sample of respondents were denomination and age. These 
factors were found highly related to the frequency of 1 i stenershi p to 
gaspe ·1 radio within this community. The demographic factors of denomi-
nation, age, and income were significantly related to the wi"l1ingness 
to listen to mol~e gospel radio. The highest levels of gospel radio 
listening was by the Baptists, Pentecostals, and Church of Christ 
groups. It should be remembered, however, that only 25.4 per cent of 
all the respondents indicated a high degree of listenership to gospel 
radio. A total of 37.4 per cent viewed themselves as moderate gospel 
radio listeners and the remainder said they listened infrequently. With 
the existing listenership to gospel radio substantially correlated with 
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the willingness to listen to more gospel radio, it can be seen that, 
with 57.7 per cent of this same group indicating a high degree of will-
ingness to listen more frequently to gospel radio. a decided potential 
for a greater listenership simply among the church-related people 
of Tulsa does exist. The denominations expressing a high level of 
willingness to listen to more gospel radio included the Baptists, 
Pentecostals, Church of Christ, and Methodists. All the denominations 
sampled indicated a moderate degree of willingness to listen more. Only 
the Catholic group demonstrated a predominately low willingness to 
listen more. 
The predominate age of the existing gospel listenership was within 
the 25-to-44 year old bracket. This same age group indicated a high 
willingness to listen more. The 45-to-59 year olds also represented a 
sizable number willing to listen more often. All age levels showed 
moderate degrees of willingness to tune in more gospel radio if the 
programs were more to their lik·ing. 
Those in the middle and the middle-high income groups comprised 
the majority of the existing listenership to gospel radio. The middle 
income group comprised the largest from the total that said they were 
highly willing to listen more if the programs were improved. The 
middle-high income group had a substantial share of the total sample 
whose willingness to listen more, fell between the high and moderate 
tendencies. 
It has been shown that gospel radio listenership was substantially 
correlated to the willingness to listen to more gospel radio. This 
means that programming reflectin~J an intelligent appraisal of the 
audience could result in a greater listenership. Demographically, 
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the factors important in determining the exisbng listenership would 
also be important in increasing the ·listenership. This does not mean 
simply that those already listening said that they are willing to lis-
ten more. It means that the type of people, demographically speaking, 
that are already gospel fans could be the type of audience comprising 
a greater listenership as well. 
Denominationally, the listeners came from Baptist, Pentecostal, and 
Church of Chr·ist churches. A change of programming could r·esult in an 
increase, not only from these churches, but from Methodists as well. 
The survey indicated there also would be a scattering of listeners from 
all the other denominations, excepting the Catholics. Regarding age, 
the 25-to-44 year olds comprised the bulk of existing listeners. This 
age group could be increased greatly, and the 45-to-59 year old church 
community also cou1d become a viable pal~t of the listenership. The 
middle income bracket comprised the majority of the listeners already 
tuned in to gospel radio. This group could be increased substantially, 
as well as those in the middle-high income bracket. 
Having discussed who the audience is and, by way of a demographic 
profile, who they could be, the question of programs to be chosen to 
fit the tastes of the willing potential audience still remains. 
Group pr·eferences were viewed using four different regression 
analyses, each based upon a different dependent variable. Each of 
these tests yi e 1 ded a diffet~ent group of program types. If the progr,am 
format were chosen strictly on the basis of their relationship to the 
community•s fundamentalist beliefs, there would be an array of countr·y 
music, gospel rock, hymns, evangelism sho~tJS, worship, interview and 
religious discussion shows. The strength of the relation between this 
grouping of gospel program types and fundamentalist belief was small, 
but almost bordered on being substantial. 
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WHh a high fundamentalist belief factor fm· this community, th·is 
group of programs could become a station's bas·ic programming format and 
be expected to increase its listenership. It should be recalled, how-
ever, that corr-e·lation tests indicated other variables with more 
strength in their relationships. 
Using the dependent variable of listenership to radio in general, 
the group of gospel programs most preferred were gospel rock. inter-
views, practical living shows, variety shows, and documentaries. The 
existing relationship was not significant. It also will be remembered 
that the relationship between non-gospel radio listening habits and the 
willingness to listen to more gospel radio was not significant. 
The shows preferred by existing gospel listeners included 
country, middle-of--the-road, soul music, Bib.le teaching, evangelism, 
interview shows, discuss·ion shows, and variety. P. substantial relation-
ship existed betv;een gospel listenersh·ip and this group of progl~ams. 
However, to gain more insight into the programs which would increase 
the listenership in this market, the factor of the willingness to 
increase one's listenership must be viewed as it relates to a grouping 
of correlated pr·ogram types. Strength of the relation betvo~een willing··· 
ness to listen to more gospel radio (which comprised almost nine-tenths 
of the sample in moderate to high levels), sho~t-Jed a very substantial 
relationship to a group of six program types. These programs inc1uded 
middle-of-the-road gospel, hymns or traditional sacred music, Bible 
teaching programs, evangel"istically-oriented shows, wo1~ship type pro-
grams, and re"!igious var-·iety shows. The way these six variab·les 
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relate to one another gives them a corporate strength greater than that 
which might exist for any of them individually. 
By keeping in mind the target l-istenership within this community 
and employing quality production and intelligent use of time pr·ofiles, 
one could use the above combination of gospel programs and expect 
to increase substantially the listenership from the existing levels. 
Recommendations 
This study attempted to serve as an insightful and instructive 
analysis of where gospel radio is today and where it potentially could 
be. It by no means attempts to bear the impression of having covered 
all the factors involved relative to programming for a potential gospel 
radio aud·ience. Rather H serves as a step forward to illustrate that 
information, systematically gathered and analyzed, can reduce the error 
in decision-making. This study has looked at the potential audience 
and related program preferences of only one market. Hopefully, it 
might serve as a catalyst for other such studies in other markets. 
It is recalled that part of the trai"lblazing necessary for the new 
gospel music radio station in San Diego involved research. 
Initial efforts in this area involved surveying audiences at 
gospel concerts in and around San Diego. That research from 
a radio demographic point of view, has been highly positive. 
Income averages among those audiences were in the $14,000 
range; their occupations were mostly professional or techni-
cal; over one-third held college degrees; and onl~ seven to 
eight per cent did not have high school diplomas. 
It is interesting to note that this demographic profile of San Diego 
gospel concert-goers closely matches the demographic profile of those 
in the Tulsa church community willing to listen to more gospel r·adio. 
The basis for a more far-reaching study might ask who, by way of a 
national demographic profi"!e, makes up a target audience for· gospel 
radio. 
Another study might test the indices for determining a potentia 1 
gospel audience. Is a potential gospel listener limited to those who 
at·e a part of a church-related community or those ~vho attend gospel 
concerts, as one might infer from this and the San Diego study? Is 
gospel radio a viable commodity for the unchurched and, if so, what 
type of pr·ograms would have the most a.ppea 1? 
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Still another study might probe more deeply into the denomina-
tional groups who rank high in agreement with the precepts of funda-
mentalism, yet as the results of this study indicated, were not h·iqhly 
inclined to be regular listeners to a gospel radio station. The 
Catholic respondents within this study for ·instance showed an over-
all low level of willingness to listen to more gospel radio than they 
a1ready did even if the pr-ogramming were improved to reflect their 
particular listening tastes. 
Each denomination within this study had a proportionate repr·esen-
tation to the number of churches they had in this community. For that 
reason, the number of Catholics in the sample was low. This also was 
true for the Lutherans, Presbyterians, and Episcopalians. In all fair-
ness to these groups, it should be noted before broad generalizations 
are made concerning their potential willingness to listen to gospel 
radio, that further studies be conducted using larger samples from each 
of these groups. 
A study that would bear significantly upon the future potential 
listenership to gospel radio would be in the area of time use profiles. 
Who listens to what and when? More specifically for gospel radio, 
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the question needs to be posed of who is willing to listen to what and 
when. It is recalled that one expert in the field of mass media 
suggests that music remains the staff of life for a radio station. 2 
Dan McKinnon who has convinced national advertisers that his gospel 
music station will attract enough listeners to make their investment 
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worthwhile also seems to agree. One-third of the program choices in 
this study of Tulsa were music programs. Don Pember points out why it 
is that he feels music is basic to radio. 
If we begin with the premise that the medium of radio tends 
to be background rather than foreground, music is an inex-
pensive, noncontroversial, and usually profitable program-
ming concept.4 
When considering time profiles then, what part of the total program-
rning schedule should be given to the gospel music program typologies a 
particular gospel audience might indicate it prefers. Should half-
hour evangelism programs be limited to certain time slots or even cer-
tain days for that matter? Is there an optimal length to a Bib"te 
teaching program after which listeners begin redialing their radios? 
Which types of music are best sui ted for which t·ime of day? Are there 
times ·in the day when a listeners' attention is more avai1able? 
If the broadcaster could harmonize his program demands 
upon attention \'lith the "supp ·!y" of attention avail i;~bl e., 
he might be able to increase his audience markedly.5 
This study of the Tulsa market has suggested who a potential gospel 
radio listener might be and what group of programs they might prefer. 
But Tulsa is only one market. With the surge of religious fundamental-
ism in this country 6, gospel stations need to know who they can be 
serving and how they can be served most effectively. Regardless of 
individual station budget limitations, research within individual 
markets can and should be employed on whatever level of comp·lexity 
;·. 
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and sophistication is possible. Gospel stations now utilizing research 
are finding that it more than pays for its costs. 7 
If the programrrring is good, it will get an audience. If it 
has no audience, it's a waste of time and money anyway. With 
a provable audience, time can be sold to advertisers. Why 
should this in any way weaken oul~ Gospel? The right kind 
of advertising could even be a valuable public service. It 
could help to build the public's confidence, and psychologi-
cally br-ing us and our message c·l oser to the ever·yday life 
of our listeners. It is possible that often we subsidize 
stations to allow us to maintain unpopular programm"ir1g, or 
to permit broadcasting for only a ver·y small seqment of the 
potential audience?8 
Decisions that are expected to be effective must find their basis 
in solid fact. For a gospel progra~ner to make decisions on any other 
basis is to not serve adequately the audience that could be served. 
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CHRISTIAN COMMUNICATION CONSULTANTS 
7842 South Evanston 
Mr. Bill D. Buford 
Tacoma Church of Christ 
1529 West 37 Street 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74107 
Dear Mr. Buford: 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74136 
Phone: 749-7671 
August 22, 1975 
Thank you for your cooperation and willingness to participate in our 
radio listening survey. To recap the phone conversation with you, our 
purpose is to gain the opinions of religiously oriented individuals in 
the Tulsa area regarding their preferences, likes or dislikes with 
respect to diffel~ent types of gaspe 1 radio programm·i ng. Your church 
was selected on a random basis from a listing of all the churches in 
the Tulsa area. 
The questionnaire is designed to take between 10 and 15 m·inutes to 
complete. Although directions are included in the individual question-
naire, it would be helpful if you or your designated representative 
briefly reviewed it prior to administering it. If there are any 
questions at all, please feel free to call us. 
Fifteen adult respondents from your congregation is all we need for 
your part in the sur·vey. It has been found in surveys of this type 
that it would be easiest for you to administer the questionnaire to one 
group at one time (for instance, it may be a prayer group or an adult 
Bible class or some other similar group meeting for a single purpose). 
It wi 11 not be necessary for any respondent to include his or her name 
on the questionnaire. The results as received from your church will be 
kept confidential; as far as any information being related to your 
church in particular. Results of this study will be compiled as a 
whole rather than by i ndi vi dua·l churches. 
If you are interested in receiving a summary of the results of this 
study, simply jot a short note requesting it and inc·lude it with your 
return of the questionnaires. We will be glad to send you a compli-
mentary r-eport when it is ready. 
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Your cooperation in administering and returning these 15 questionnaires 
·in the enclosed stamped envelope within one week of receipt is very 
crucial to us with the arrangements we have made for tabulation and 
analysis. 
Again, we wish to express our deep thanks for your cooperation, since 
your part is so essential in assuring the success of this project. 
Yours very truly, 
Morris E. Ruddick 
Director 
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